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The Human Rights program
has suffered the effect of recent
budget cuts, as the director's con-
tract will not be renewed for the
next academic year. Rena Fraden,
Dean of Faculty, was crucial in
making this decision.
"I believe it is time for faculty
to begin to manage more directly
what is becoming a key feature of
Trinity's curriculum," Fraden said.
Although this move will affect the
program, Fraden believes that the
program will retain its character.
"I very much hope that all of the
initiatives begun under Maryam
Elahi's [Director of the Human
Rights Program] direction will
continue and I will try to bolster,
with what resources I do have, the
programs we have begun."
see FACULTY on page 4
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Whimsical One-Acts Delight Audience
Sam Lin
Allie Kokesh '09 {far left) and Meg Smith '09 confijse Sophomore David Kimball-Stanley's character in The Actor's Nightmare directed by Liz Fowler '10.
ByKATYNOUN
MANAGING EDITOR
This past weekend, the Jesters, Trinity's
student performance troupe, presented "An
Evening of One-Act Plays" hosted by the
Fred Pfeil Community Project. Four pieces
were directed and performed by members
of the acting group: The Actor's Nightmare
and Beyond Therapy by Christopher
Diirang, From the Mouths of Babes by Eva
Anderson, and Philadelphia by David Ives.
The pieces were designed as full plays, but
only the first scene or act was performed.
The performances all had a pleasing, infor-
mal air, and the actors and directors were
quite talented and enjoyable to watch.
The Jesters are completely student-run;
any student (with experience in theater or
without) can join, and performances are
selected and directed by members. The
Jesters meet Friday afternoons at 4:30 p.m.
in the Fred Lounge to select performances,
and all interested students are encouraged
to attend meetings. The Jesters were a long-
standing Trinity group that had fallen into
obscurity, only to be reinvigorated by
David Calder '08, Tina Nikolova '08, and
others.
The troupe is comprised of both theater
majors and non-majors, and this range adds
see EVENING on page 16




Association has completed a suc-
cessful semester, passing many
resolutions and approving seven
new organizations. "It was a real-
ly good semester," said Luvean
Myers '07, Vice President of
SGA.
The SGA works as an adviso-
ry board for the administration.
"What we're really trying to do
this semester and next semester is
make recommendations which
not only we feel the students feel
are necessary," Myers said, "like
changing the library policy, but
also compromising with the
administration and understand-
ing that there is a budget crisis
and that we are working within
the confines of being an adviso-
ry board."
"SGA is an extension of the
student body and the administra-
tion has treated us as such," said
Reid Vineis '10, a first-year sena-
tor. "However, if the administra-
tion wants to find real change to
serious problems like widespread
discrimination, they will need to
rely on SGA more heavily to
understand the problem. The
administration should continue
to listen to SGA as much as they
do now, if not more."
The SGA that has assembled
this semester is different than in
years past. Because of the high
turn around rate of student offi-
cers, each year rarely has the
same feel. "I came into this year
not really knowing what to
expect," said Myers. "I was on
SGA starting my sophomore year
and the difference between soph-
omore year and junior year was
very different because it was a dif-
ferent president and it was just a
very different feel to it. So I did-
n't really know what to expect
this year, being Vice President,
but I've been very happy.
Everyone's got great ideas and
it's a really great organization."
"This year has been very pro-
ductive for the SGA," said
Andrew Pedro '08, head of the
Campus Infrastructure
Committee. "It has a very differ-
ent feel than my past two years,
likely because two-thirds of SGA
have never served before. Also,
this year there is a lot of energy
and a real drive to improve the
school in many facets. Each com-
mittee really has its hands full
and an agenda it's trying to com-
plete."
The Water Polo Club, the Pep
Band, Colleges Against Cancer,
the Literature Club, the Trinity
Independent Music Collective,
and the Bridge Organization,
which helps freshmen meet
upperclassmen, were all
approved.
The SGA is responsible for
distributing the Student
Activities Fund, totaling over
$700,000. A resolution recently
passed by Pedro allows all of the
SGA to know exactly where that
fund is going. A report will be
published each semester to let
the entire college know the same
information.
Another recently passed reso-
lution calls for better lighting on
campus. In this proposal brighter
light bulbs will replace the cur-
rent ones on the Long Walk, the
Bishop Brownell statue will be lit
by four spotlights, Trinity owned
buildings in the Crescent Street
Area will be equipped with lights
to better illuminate the alleyways
and sidewalks, bushes blocking
the lights around Cinestudio will
be trimmed, and new light fix-
tures will be added to the stairs
in' the Library Courtyard.
A change will be seen soon in
the Library's policies of admit-
tance. "The library policy was
seen as kind of discriminatory,"
Edwin C. Pratt
Members of the SGA discuss important issues during the last meeting of the year.
Inside
Fred Students React
Members of the Fred Pfeil
Community Project respond to






Harriet Tubman in ,a program
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Letters to the Editor
Aspiring to Greatness
I hope to one day have my
framed picture posted on the
wall of the Tripod office.
This seems like a small feat;
actually, if I really felt like it, I
could go buy a frame and stick
a snapshot of myself atop one
of the remaining spaces of white
on our walls. In the main office,
the walls are currently pasted
with editorial cartoons in the
Opinions section, snapshots of
editors near the Features sec-
tion, and pages torn from fash-
ion magazines in the News sec-
tion.
In the editor's office - don't
let the name fool you, I rarely
get it to myself - the walls are a
bit different. Staring back at us
above our bulky old monitor
are our real luminaries: George
F. Will '62, William K.
Marimow '69, and Jim Murray
'43, all Pulitzer Prize winners. It
is both humbling and inspiring
to have such a constant, visual
reminder of such publicly rec-
ognized achievement.
As the senior class (too) rap-
idly approaches the end of our
time at Trinity and gets that
much closer to facing the real
world, I both suspect and hope
that we are all thinking some
version of the same question:
How do we become great?
In a conversation about the
overwhelming task of finding
gainful employment for next
year, a friend and I found our-
selves at a loss. We had just
watched an episode of "The
West Wing," and it occurred to
us: say one wants to some day
write speeches for the President
of the United States of America.
For that matter, what if one
wants to someday be elected
President? What does one do at
the age of 22, fresh out of col-
lege, that has the potential to
provide necessary experiences
and contacts to someday make
that dream a reality? Such a
lofty goal has no single straight
path, no formulaic beginning,
no series of promotions that
edge a young upstart closer and
closer to the corner office. The
only thing to do then, is to fol-
low one's instincts and keep the
goal in mind.
Greatness certainly does not
have to be as public as holding
a powerful office or writing
words that are read or heard by
millions; it is also teaching kids
in bad neighborhoods and rais-
ing a family and helping out at
the local shelter. It couldn't
hurt, though, if we all strove for
greatness of one kind or anoth-
er.
If we all work towards that
end, some day we or our photos
will loom large in the imagina-
tions of other college seniors,
uncertain of their futures, and
inspire them to aspire to great-
ness.
- J H
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The Fred Important to
Many Trinity Students
To the Editor:
I have strong objections to
the article written last week
attacking the Fred. I live in the
Fred and I think that it is a pow-
erful, positive force on campus.
It is by no means perfect, but
there are a lot of things that are
working. The author last week
wrote from a personal experience
without considering how other
people are feeling about the Fred.
I think contrary opinions deserve
to be heard so I want to share
with the Trinity community how
important the Fred has been to
me.
Last year, my freshman year,
was a particularly hard time for
me. I felt lost at Trinity partly
because I was so far from home
but also because I couldn't find
a community where I felt com-
fortable. I struggled to find my
place here but was encouraged at
the end of the year when talk of
the Fred began. I attended many
of the initial meetings, where I
began to meet more people I
could relate to. At those meet-
ings, I found a glimmer of hope
for myself at Trinity.
The Fred has changed my life
at Trinity dramatically, and if it
were not for the Fred I am not
sure I would still be a student at
Trinity. I have met interesting,
engaged students at the Fred who
care about Trinity and want to
make a difference on campus and
in the world. Those values are
important to me, and I would
hope that they would continue
to expand across the campus, I
have not felt the culture of exclu-
sivity which last week's article
mentioned, I feel welcome and
comfortable because so many of
us work to make this an actual
community. However, I under-
stand that we need to work on
our outreach to the campus, and
I hope that happens in the com-
ing semester.
I am sorry to hear that there
are people living in the building
that have not had as positive an
experience as I have had, but I
would encourage them to voice
their concerns at meetings with
Fred members rather than write
anonymous articles. I have
recently been elected community
facilitator (along with Matt
Milner '09) of the Fred for next
semester and I am excited to face
these challenges, and I again
encourage those who are unhap-
py to work with us rather than
against us. The goals of the Fred
include making more social and
cultural public spaces available
on campus, a goal towards which
I think we have made significant
strides and will continue to work





On a scale of AT to investigative reporting*
*with the weekly report on risque shenanigans that allegedly
drags the reputation of the Tripod And the entire Trinity com-
munity through the mud being a 1
and the Tripod's Geraldo Riverian investigative reporting,
which, while no "To Catch a Predator," did succeed in getting
its own funding cut for a semester, being a 10
...oh, wait...
cardboard box forts: 10
Even better than the new printer that the
Tripod gave itself for Christmas were the
giant cardboard boxes it came in. MF has
big plans to do her finals studying in her
very own cardboard fort/Calvin-and-
Hobbes-esque rocketship.
hockey games without Hoyie: 0
Sarah Hoyie, who still believes in Santa,
was ditched in favor of a male voice
announcing the excitement of Trin ice
hockey, making it a lot less exciting in MF's
(and A-BeH's) views. By the way, has she
graduated yet?
late night parties in the library: 8
The one benefit of finals stress is every-
one's willingness to make new friends in
the library. MF likes silver linings.
Reese's pieces: 8 •
Ridiculous amounts of sugar plus ridicu-
lous amounts of work lead to making new








A group of Trinity students
met with a group of College
trustees from 10 a.m. to noon
on Friday Dec. 8. According to
Peter Blum '72, the trustee chair,
the student forum is put togeth-
er on a regular basis and general-
ly has a set topic. In this
instance the topic was the
Conversations on Community
program set in motion by Dean
of Students Fred Alford.
The forum was composed of
12 trustees and 17 students.
Most students >were-inyited due



















dance was Cory Edmonds '08,
the chairman of the
Multicultural Affairs
Committee.
Soon after the event began it
became clear that most of the
trustees were content to sit and
listen to student concerns. The
chair attempted to structure the
forum into four separate ques-
tions: "What's right and what's
wrong with community life at
Trinity," "What does the term
comm unity mean to us/' "What
responsibilities do each of us
have within this community,"
and "What can each of us in our
respective roles do to improve
the quality of life in the commu-
nity." These guidelines were not
strictly followed and only really
served any use in the first hour
of the forum.
The students in attendance
quickly demonstrated that they
were not presenting a unified
front to the trustees. The cadre
of students who "invited them-
selves," including Ben Schacht
'08, Ben Miller '08, Kyle Stone
'07, Lindsay Dakan '07, James
Murphy '08, Sarah Gardiner '10,
Jared Hoffman c07, and Stephen
Kendall '10, quickly adopted a
vehemently anti-fraternity
stance.
These students were joined
by some of the invited students
like David Calder '08 -in
denouncing the fraternities and
railing for their immediate disso-
lution. While this group of stu-
dents constituted the loudest
voice at the forum, others were
heard as well. The discussion




Trinity? What does the
term community mean
to us? What responsi-
bilities do each of us
have within this com-
munity?"
-Trustee Peter Blum '72
on Community after the first
half hour. The program was dis-
missed by some as a "smoke-
screen" concocted by the admin-
istration. The forum had instead
transformed into a discussion on
the place of fraternities at
Trinity.
More moderate voices were
heard from Zee Santiago '09,
Tara Finucane '08, and
Edmonds, among others.
Santiago spoke of his five-point
platform, mentioned in an arti-
cle in last week's Tripod called
"Hip-Hop Show Boosts Campus
Unity." That article described
his five-points as being "[1] a
desire for a committee that con-





[2] a • racial
harassment poli-
cy; [3] a diversi-
ty and cultural
requirement to









Edmonds spoke of an inter-
social committee which would
seek to bring different clubs on
campus together. "The purpose
of this inter-social committee
would be to unify groups on
campus," he ' said after the
forum. "In the past simply try-
ing to unify individuals [has]
failed. We are trying something
new. We do not want to isolate
people. We want them to partic-
ipate with people who they feel
comfortable around at first and
eventually we are hoping to have
them mingle and meet with
other groups when they feel
comfortable enough. Essentially,
we want to build friendships and
understanding one small step at
a time."
There was little defense of
the fraternities from any of the
attendants, with Edmonds even
going down a list of Greek relat-
ed problems. There were no
vehemently pro-fraternity voices
in attendance and the two stu-
dents who did mention they
were Greeks were unhappy with
their organizations. It seemed
that most students in attendance
were clear that the Greek system
had its problems. In fact, when
one trustee asked if it was accu-
rate to assume that some of the
campus' tolerance problems
were coming out of the fraterni-
ties, every student nodded their
head.
Calder gave the trustees an
example from his life in order to
elicit anti-Greek sentiments. He
see TRUSTEES on page 6
President Jones Discusses Trin's Future
ByALECMacCOLL
NEWS EDITOR
In a candid interview with
Tripod editors last Tuesday,
President Jimmy Jones and Dean
of Students Fred Alford added
depth to recent releases of infor-.
mation about next year's finan-
cial picture, housing crunch, and
other developing issues of con-
cern to students.
The Tripod reported last
week that there will be a shortage
of 190 beds during the 2006-
2007 academic year. While
Alford says that the Office of
Campus Life is looking for as
many solutions as possible to
provide housing administered by
the college, he acknowledged
that many students may move to
off-campus housing, particularly
on Crescent Street and Allen
Place. This year, around 30 stu-
dents live in Crescent Street
apartments not owned by the
college; Alford says the OCL is
working with the primary
Crescent landlord to accommo-
date as many as 80 students on
Crescent Street next year.
The Tripod asked Alford
whether he thinks more than
doubling the current Crescent
Street population will affect the
social dynamic of the college: "I
don't think it will affect the
model much, but it may shift
things a little bit," he said. "I
think what it's really going to do
is create new forms of social life.
I think students will realize they
can use their use their houses for
small gatherings of friends,
maybe for a dinner party."
Alford also pointed out that
groups of off campus houses,
like those at other colleges and
universities, can develop into
their own microcosm of social
















The Hartford Police, not
Trinity Campus Safety, has juris-
diction over Crescent St. The
Tripod asked Alford whether this
might create a double standard
for discipline at Trinity with
Crescent Street becoming a larg-
er social hub next year. "There's
potential for a problem," said
Alford. "While Campus Safety
doesn't have jurisdiction, they
will come by and say, 'we've been
having noise complaints, you
need to keep it down.' But I'm
hot worried about Crescent
"The important thing
here is that you have
to earn the right to ask
people for money, and
I don't think we've
done that well in the
past."
-President Jimmy Jones
Street getting out of control.
Students are aware that the
police may come, and with the
new state laws that give the
police even greater power to bat-
tle underage drinking, the reper-
cussions of getting caught are
even greater."
Alford and Jones, however,
say that the up side of students









gates of the col-
lege. "One of our
goals now and for
the long term is
for students to
feel a responsibili-
ty and awareness toward, the
community," said Alford.
"We want students to feel as
if that's something they owe
their society. So we're working
on ways to answer the question,
'How does being where we are
develop civic responsibility?'
We're going to try to integrate
that concept into student life,
starting with freshman orienta-
tion," he said.
The Budget
Following up on the Public
see JONES on page 4
Aid Sufficient Despite Tuition Increase
By LAUREN TURIIK
ARTS EDITOR
The Office of Financial Aid
is currently reviewing its policy
regarding financial aid packages
for students who live on campus
and off campus. With the likeli-
hood that many students will be
living off campus, next year due
to the housing shortage, stu-
dents financial















of the three options for students
is to live in of£campus apart-
ments. Currently the college is
using the same cost of atten-
dance for students on financial
aid who are living on-campus
and off-campus. However, the
financial aid office is reviewing
the cost differences between on
and off campus living and, if the
on and off campus options are
not similar in cost, will make
adjustments to financial aid




finances to meet 100
percent of demonstrat-




The standard financial aid
packages cover the student's cost
of attendance, including tuition,
fees, room, board, books, miscel-
laneous expenses, and travel if
applicable. The cost of atten-
dance is then subtracted by the
expected family contribution,
which is calculated based on a


















is an important institutional pre-
rogative and has been for some
time. But the proof is not in
what we say as in what we do.
My first year as president here,
the College's financial situation
necessitated instituting a com-
pensation freeze for the fine fac-
ulty and staff who serve the
College so admirably every day!
We did not pull back from our
support of our financial aid stu-
dents nor from any of our multi-
cultural students," he said.
The college awarded $21.5
million in financial aid in '05-
'06. This past '06 - '07 fiscal year,
$23.6 million was awarded. This
coming fiscal year, beginning
July 1, financial aid will increase
13.7 percent, the equivalent of
$3.5 million, which will be the
single largest increase in the fis-
cal year budget.
The 13.7 percent increase will
allow the College to continue to
meet 100 percent of the demon-
strated need of all the current
aid recipients in the '08, '09, and
'10 classes. Each grade varies in
the percentage of students on
financial aid: '07 was admitted
with 33 percent receiving institu-
tional grant funds, '08 with 45
percent on grant aid, '09 with 36
percent on grant aid, '10 with 36
percent on need-based aid, plus a
small number with merit scholar-
ships.
The college's institutional
grant funds come from the
income earned on endowed
funds, the income received from
donors towards, financial aid,
and other current incomes not
restricted for financial aid use.
The standard financial aid pack-
ages include grants, loans, and
work-study funds. Also, many aid
packages with loans' and/or
work-study funds are replaced
with grants.
Director of Financial Aid
see NO on page 5
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Jones Discusses Trinity's Budget Future: 'I Don't Lose Well'
continued from page 3
and Budget Council meeting last
week, President Jones answered
specific questions about the
endowment, the budget in com-
ing years, and financial aid.
Trinity's endowment currently
stands at around $380 million,
much lower than many of its sis-
ter institutions in the NESCAC
league. The College is launching
a new campaign to add $185 mil-
lion, and hopes the endowment
will reach $750 million by 2017.
Yet the question remains,
since Trinity has for many years
admitted a lower percentage of
financial aid students than many
of its sister institutions, meaning
that more of its students were
from fairly substantial means,
why has the amount of giving to
the endowment lagged behind
that of these sister institutions?
The Tripod asked Jones to
explain.
"That question takes us all
the way back to 1972," said
Jones, "When the tax laws were
changed so that gifts to non-
profits could substantially lower
a wealthy person's estate tax.
Trinity didn't have an advance-
ment operation that recruited
big donors on that premise, so I
think that's when we started to
lose out."
The "advancement opera-
tion" is the team of administra-
tors that deals fundraising for the
college.
"We haven't really invested in
someone who can grow dona-
tions like we need to until we
hired [Vice President for College
Advancement] Ron Joyce in
2005. He's already increased
annual giving by 40 percent. The
important thing here is that you
have to earn the right to ask peo-
ple for money, and I don't think
we've done that well in the past."
Jones said. "You have to have a
team that can develop strong
relationships first, so then you
can send the president in there
to close to deal."
Jones also stressed that to
build up an endowment a college
has to remain prudent with its
expenses, especially by establish-
ing a rainy day fund.
"We've lived beyond our
means for 10 years: the cuts we're
experiencing now are the reper-
cussion. And then emergency
expenses come up, like repairs to
older buildings like the Long
Walk and the Chapel, and there's
no rainy day fund to cover them,
so the money comes out of the
endowment, which leads to a
high spin rate," he said.
The "spin rate" of the endow-
ment is the percentage of total
assets the College withdraws
each year to help cover expenses.
Colleges and universities try to
spend around 5 percent of their
endowment each year. Very well-
endowed schools such as
Harvard or University of Texas
can often spend as little as 4 per-
cent. In past years before Jones'
tenure, Trinity's spin rate has
been as high as 6.4 percent.
"Our goal is now to decrease
the spin rate by 0.2 percent every
year until we reach 5 percent.
We're at 5.8 percent this year and
will be at 5.6 percent by Jan 1."
Using less of the endowment
puts pressure on the growth of
the college's revenues, and on
fundraising efforts, especially in
light of the president's plan to
increase salaries 3 percent this
year, as well as funds for plant
upkeep. For next year's budget,
increases in tuition and annual
gifts will hopefully cover these
expenses.
The Tripod asked Jones what
he would say to a prospective
student who is worried that
financial difficulties have hurt
the academic quality of Trinity
and wonders why he or she
should then choose Trinity over
a sister institutions that has the
economic upper-hand on Trinity
right now?
"I would say first that few lib-
eral arts colleges are in a period
of outstanding growth right
now," said Jones. "Secondly, I
would say that we've shown that
these last few years have shown
that we can do more with fewer
dollars than any one else can.
And thirdly, I would say' that
where we are located, and its
potential for urban-global educa-
tion, is an invaluable asset to
incoming students."
Jones and Alford pointed out
that they are going to do equity
adjustments over the next couple
years to essentially repay those
professors whose salaries were
decreased or frozen last year,
which should help with faculty
retention.
"I don't lose well," said Jones.
"So I can't lose someone over
money. I'm going to everything

































































Faculty, Students Unhappy with Administration's Abrupt Decision
continued from page 1
programs we have begun."
Elhai believes that the program
has grown and that it will continue
to do so in the future. "The pro-
gram is growing in many ways. We
have more students deciding to
major in it. Next fall, the college
will embark on a new gateway: the
Human Rights and Social Justice
Studies program. I hope the [pro-
gram] continues to grow and flour-
ish," she said.
Many faculty members disap-
proved of this development. Drew
Hyland, Charles A. Dana Professor
of Philosophy said, "I was deeply
disappointed that a person who has
done such an outstanding job in
creating and sustaining a program
that truly makes Trinity unique
among its rivals and that requires.
her continued expertise for success
was let go."
Reactions from both students
and faculty have been negative. "AH
the faculty and students with whom
I have spoken with are shocked,"
said Professor of Philosophy
Maurice Wade. Wade fears that
these ramifications will jeopardize
the program. "As far as I am con-
cerned, this is a serious blow to the
program and may mean . its
demise," he said
Students like Cara Pavlak '09
feel the decision will jeopardize
their academic experience at
Trinity. "The Human Rights
Program is one of the most distin-
guished , and unique of its kind in
the U.S., and it's one of the top rea-
sons why I came to Trinity," she
said.
Despite the lack of a director,
plans are being devised to ensure
the program's continued viability.
Nicholas C Ryan
The Human Rights Program Office on Allen Place. The contract of the program's director will not be renewed next year.
Fraden said, "I plan to work with
[Elahi] to decide how it would be
best for the Human Rights pro-
gram to be administered." "We may
decide to work with outside con-
sultants who can help us stay con-
nected with the community of
Human Rights activists; it will be
up to faculty and the director to
recommend a course of action."
Despite such plans, professors
are still skeptical that the program
can continue without a director. "I
don't know of anyone who can
teach the courses that Maryam
teaches, much less do the other
things that she does as program
director," said Wade. Although
such news came as a surprise, some
anticipated it, believing that the
administration was never fully com-
mitted to the program. "The "col-
lege has been indicating for several
administrations now that they are
not truly committed to this pro-
gram," said Hyland.
The decision was reached with-
out the input of many Human
Rights faculty members. "I, along
with other members of the Faculty
Advisory Board, was informed of
the decision only after it was made
and was only'allowed to voice my
concerns about it at that point,"
said Wade. The Human Rights
Program Faculty Advisory Board
has pleaded with successive admin-
istrations to retain Elahi as a direc-
tor, but these administrations have
been of the opinion that the pro-
gram can continue its excellence
without a director. Those in. the
program hold the belief that it will
lose its unique features. "I would be
uninterested in participating in the
program if it loses those features
that make it more than just anoth-
er set of courses and requirements,"
said Wade.
Many members of the faculty
believe that the college is compro-
mising the contract for other pro-
grams. "This is a college that is
being run like a business: 'Can we
make a bit more money by under-
cutting the [Human Rights pro-
gram]? Yes! Then let's do it!'" said
Hyland.
Wade believed that the college
was not committed in its support
of the program. "Although the col-
lege's administration has been lav-
ish in its praise of the Human
Rights program and the work that
Maryam has done, its material sup-
port is another story."
Hyland believes the college is
risking Trinity's academic excel-
lence in exchange for a balanced
budget. "This doesn't look like a
'commitment to excellence' to me.
It looks much more like 'penny
wise and pound foolish.'"
Despite the loss of the director,
Fraden remains optimistic about
the program's future. "We have
been fortunate to have had a dedi-
cated director who began the pro-
gram. Because of her energy and
experience, we have enjoyed a
steady stream of visitors who are
directly involved with human rights
around the world, and we have sent
students to internships that the
director has found for them," she
said
December 12, 2006
SGA Works on Diversity,
Runs Shuttle to Bradley
continued from page 3
Sophomore senator, "and really
sent a message that people from
the Hartford area were a danger to
the campus and so the SGA passed
a resolution saying that either we
felt that the administration should
go back to what they used to have,
which is the more open policy
where people can come in and
out, or they should consult on
kind of a turn style, like in Ferris,














and is trying to
arrange off-campus







the gym in Ferris back in order.
Her committee has worked on
solutions to lower the temperature
and humidity in the gym, and on
organizing shuttles that will run
from Trinity to Bradley Airport
before holiday breaks.
Cooperman says some goals for
next term include running a shut-
tle downtown on Thursday nights,
getting barbeque grills outside
some of the dorm areas, and put-
ting anti-bacterial hand lotion in
the gym.
Joe Melillo '09 is the head of
the Elections recruitment and
communications committee,
which is mainly responsible for
promoting SGA's name. This com-
mittee is responsible for bringing
about the new logo for the associ-
ation. Matthew Wrzesniewsky '09
is in charge of the Academic
Affairs committee, which is look-
ing to get more speakers on
Campus, to have students who
receive faculty honors be better
























available for use in the library.
Many of the members of SGA
will be going abroad next semester,
and to compensate for members
overseas, the SGA will hold elec-
tions early next semester. "We have
really good committees," said
Myers. "We have a lot of new peo-
ple who came in and did a really
good job taking leadership roles."
Devin Romanul '07, president of
the SGA, believes that the semester
went smoothly. "I think that more
so than last, we were able to
accomplish more, he said.
"The library policy was
seen as kind of discrim-
inatory [...] the SGA
passed a resolution say-
ing either go back to
what we used to have
or consult on some
kind of turn style like







Trinity Announces Appointment of Professor of
History Cheryl Greenberg as First Raether
Distinguished Chair
Trinity College has announced that Professor of History Cheryl Greenberg has been
appointed as the inaugural Raether Distinguished Chair, a prestigious position
endowed by a gift from Trinity alumnus and Board of Trustees Chairman, Paul E.
Raether'68.
Greenberg has taught courses in African American history; race and ethnicity in the
U.S.; 20th-century U.S. history; and civil rights at Trinity for twenty years and was pro-
moted to full professor in 2000.
At Trinity, she has consistently engaged with the life of the college, serving as direc-
tor of the American Studies Program, and most recently as secretary of the faculty. In
the city of Hartford and the state of Connecticut, Greenberg's many projects include
providing diversity training for teachers, civic groups, and colleges as well as serving as
a housing discrimination tester for the Connecticut Fair Housing Center, and as Vice
Chair of the West Hartford Initiative on Racial and Ethnic Diversity.
Trinity Professor Designs First Fully Integrated
Animated Textbook
Trinity College Professor of Chemistry Tom Mitzel has developed the first folly
integrated animated textbook, complete with embedded color "movies" which demysti-
fy chemical transformations using three-dimensional animation. Originally designed to
replace the traditional book used for his own classes, Mitzel's CD text, titled simply,
Interactive Organic Chemistry, may well revolutionize how organic chemistry - a prereq-
uisite for any student pursuing a career in medicine or science - is presented at the
undergraduate level. Though his animated model mimics the appearance of a standard
textbook - it opens with a title page, introduction, and prologue - Mrtzel's computer-
based design gave him the freedom to add small niceties, such as the ability to open
movie files separately, without having to "leaf or scroll through the entire text Mitzel
stresses that his fully integrated animated textbook doesn't dumb down the material,
but, rather, makes it more accessible. "There is no substitute for students drawing out
molecules and the processes," he points out, "Interactive Organic Chemistry helps them
understand the process more quickly, and ultimately, they retain more of the informa-
tion." So far, Mitzel has received inquiries from two textbook publishers.
No Need-Blind Without More Funds
Edwin C. Pratt
President Devin Romanul '07 wraps up SGA business with class representatives
continued from page 3
Kelly O'Brien expressed the
College's long term goals in terms
of financial aid: "Ideally, Trinity
would like to be need-blind in our
Admission policy and meet 100
percent of the demonstrated need
of all admitted students.
Realistically, our goal over the
next several years is to increase the
number of admitted students
receiving need-based aid from 36
percent to 40 percent."
While all financial aid is need
based, many institutions offer a
need-blind process. A college
that is need-blind is able to con-
sider its applicants based on
merit rather than financial aid.
Whether or not that student will
need financial aid does not
affect his or her chances of
acceptance. Need-blind schools,
then, are typically more socially
and economically diverse than
schools that are not. Trinity
hopes to eventually be need-
blind, but many of the College's
competing NESCAC schools
already offer a need-blind admis-
sions process. Some of these col-
leges include Amherst, Bowdoin,
and Williams.
Amherst, Bowdoin, and
Williams all have greater endow-
ments than Trinity, allowing
them to be need-blind.
Therefore, in order for Trinity to
be need-blind and be able to
admit more students on finan-
cial aid, the endowment must
grow. In last week's budget meet-
ing Vice President for Finance
and Treasurer Early Reese stated
that the projected endowment
will be close to $400 million by
2008 and grow to $750 million
by 2017. This will make Trinity
more favorable compared to
competing institutions. The
endowment still ranks in the bot-
tom third compared to similar
institutions
Administrators hope that a
six year capital campaign that
began last July, combined with a
commitment to reducing the
endowment spending rate, will
shift Trinity's endowment into
the middle third of the institu-
tions it regularly competes
against for. students. -Allowing
the endowment to grow "is the
key," said Reese, and Jones
agreed. "The big economic liabil-
ity is the size of the endow-
ment," he said. "Our ambition is
to double it by 2015."
Proposed Growth in Financial Aid Over the Next Five Years
Budget Year '06-'07 07-'Q8 "08-'09 09-'10 tO-'ll 11-'12
Financial Aid $23,617 $27,081 $29,247 $31,587 $34,114 $36,843
Financial Aid Goals for the Next Five Years
- Increased Financial Aid to Attract Top Tier Students
- Proposed Tuition Increase of 5% for 2008
- Proposed Financial Aid Increase of $3.5 Million for 2008 (15%)
- Maintain Proportion of Students Receiving Financial Aid •
The Trinity Tripod
Trustees Surprised by Some Comments
continued from page 3
stated that on one occasion
when trying to enter a fraternity
house he was called a "faggot"
and had the door slammed in
his face. He asked the assem-
bled students and trustees if it
were alright for institutions that
are Safe Zone trained to throw
civility and tolerance out the
window every weekend?
Stone stated that even at
Cleo, perceived to be one of the
more progressive fraternities,
women had been paid to make-
out with each other and the
"Pimps and Hoes" party is put
together yearly.
With about 20 minutes left
in the forum, Santiago asked for
a more concise question and
answer period to take over fol-
lowing the end of the fraternity
debate. During this period one
trustee asked why student inter-
est in the Tutorial College pro-
gram was not as high as had
been hoped for. Schacht
responded that the program was
"a joke" and that it had been
poorly designed. When the con-
versation steered back to the fra-
ternity issue briefly, a few
trustees expressed the sentiment
that they weren't sure whether
the fraternities should be abol-
ished or not. The trustees were
not as decisive as the students
and no trustee spoke out loudly
either in favor or against the fra-
ternity system.
Despite the fact that the con-
versation veered from the
intended topic, most trustees
seemed to have a positive view
of the forum. One trustee noted
as a closing remark that he had
"no idea" that some of the
things brought up were happen-
ing on Trinity's campus, that he
wasn't proud of that, and that he
would listen more closely to the
students from here on out.
Disclosure:. The Tripod was
informed that this event was
invitation only, therefore the
writer of this article was an invit-
ed student. The writer participat-
ed in the event discussion.
Update
In an e-mail to students on
Monday, chair of the board of
trustees Paul Raether announced
that the trustees would be set-
ting up a Charter Committee
comprised of three trustees, (Dr.
Philip Khoury, Associate Provost
at MIT, Margaret Young, and
Peter Blum), three deans, (Deans
Alford, Fraden, and Spurlock-
Evans), three faculty members,
(Professors Greenberg,
Chambers, and Figueroa), three
staff members, and three stu-
dents. The Committee's job will
be to bring solutions to the
President that he will present at
the meeting of the trustees in
May 2007.
The Gavel: SGA This Week
SGA Takes A Stand
Last week the SGA passed a resolution that discusses how to handle die library crisis. The resolutions said to either
open die library to the Hartford community or to make it a turnstile system like Ferris Athletic Center, because the cur-
rent system is not working and promotes the profiling of students.
Spring Elections
Election packets will be available this week for die spring semester elections. They will be due die first Friday after winter
break. Elections will be held die following Tuesday. This will increase die efficiency of die SGA and help it to continue
to represent the student body to the best of its ability.
Campus Safety Report
Dec 7
At 11:33 p.m., officers
responded to the High Rise
residence half in response to a
report of vandalism. Upon
arrival, officers found that
four clothes dryers in the
laundry area had been vandal-
ized by having the glass por-
tion of their doors kicked in.
This incident is under investi-
gation by the Campus Safety
Dept
Dec 8.
A student at Anadama resi-
dence hall complained that
while at a sorority function on
Allen Place she had several
items stolen. The student stat-
ed that these items included a
coat, cell phone, and car keys.
This incident is under investi-
gation by the Campus Safety
Dept
Dec 9
Officers responded to the Ivy
Society at 129 Allen Place in
response to a report of van-
dalism. Officers arriving at the'
scene found that a second
floor window had been dam-
aged. Proper repairs were
completed by the B&G Dept
Dec 10.
Officers responding to a fire
alarm at the Anadama resi-
dence hall found that resi-
dents in one of the rooms had
burned popcorn, activating
the alarm. The alarm was
reset without incident
Shortly after midnight,, officers
responded to the Anadama
residence hall in response to a
report of a student illness.
Upon arrival/officers found
that a guest of a Trinity stu-
dent who was underage, had
consumed alcohol to the
point of illness. The student
was transported to the
Hartford Hospital ER for fur-
ther treatment and evaluation.
This matter was referred to
the Dean of Students office.
At 4:00 a.m., officers respond-
ed to the Anadama residence
hall in response to a report of
an injured student. Upon
arrival, Officers and TCERT
members treated a male stu-
dent for lacerations to both
hands, which he states he
incurred when he punched
the mirror in his room several
times after becoming upset
Dec 11
Officers responding to a com-
plaint from a Resident
Assistant discovered three stu-
dents smoking marijuana in
the Jarvis residence hall. A
small amount of marijuana
was seized by Campus Safety.
This matter was referred to
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being part of a
tightly knit
community. When this communi-
ty is constructed in opposition to
everything outside it, though, stu-
dents, not surprisingly, feel cut off
from campus life and Trinity as a
community when placed in off-
campus housing.
Trinity seems to be simultane-
ously forcing people to live off
campus and discouraging any
engagement with Hartford as a
community. Official. neglect of
Hartford-focused programs com-
bines with social pressure from fel-
low students to keep students from
feeling comfortable outside
Trinity's campus. When fear, dis-
trust, and condescension regarding
Hartford as a city are fostered by
institutional attitudes and by fel-
low students, how can the admin-
istration be surprised when no one
wants to live offcampus?
Institutionally, a commitment
to urban engagement is lacking.
The Cities Program is woefully
under-developed, and the time
commitment required for intern-
ships or classes with a community
learning component is dispropor-
tionate to the one credit awarded.
The much-touted Global/Urban
Initiative has an inordinate focus
on the global, and efforts to com-
bine programs under this mantle
often seem a thinly veiled excuse
to subordinate potential humani-
tarian efforts like local urban
engagement or the Human Rights
Program to Trinity-sponsored
study abroad experiences.
I have routinely heard students
react with shock or warnings on
hearing of another student walking
to Walgreen's or wandering
through the neighborhoods
around Trinity - even in the mid-
dle of the day. The attitude that
Hartford is a scary place and that
those living in Hartford are scary
people is encouraged by calls for
fencing off Trinity's campus,
assumptions about laptop thieves
in the library, and Campus Safety
reports about "Hartford locals."
(If, as was maintained at the forum
last month, "minority'5 and "frat"
have become offensive words, then
the connotations of "Hartford
local" have most definitely
become offensive).
Without respect for Hartford
as a community, people will con:
tinue to be shocked and outraged
when told they must live offcam,-
pus. The adminisMtiori sMbuM;
work to develop Trinity's urban
engagement in real,* ^accessible
ways' •"
Targeting Sophomores in








As elected representatives of
the Class of 2009, we feel that it is
our duty to bring to your attention
the concerns that members of our
class have expressed in reaction to
this week's informal announce-
ment that the Junior class will be
the targeted group for living in the
Culinary Institute in the next aca-
demic year. We are extremely dis-
appointed with the administra-
tion's failure to provide us with the
four years of on-campus housing
we were promised with our admis-
sion to the school.
In our first year, our class was
recognized for its significant con-
tributions to the Trinity communi-
ty. Members of our class partici-
pated in Trinity's first Relay for
life, and are fully responsible for
its organization this year. We host-
ed an unprecedented number of
well-attended class events, culmi-
nating with the First-Year Dollar,
our first major effort to raise funds
for our class gift. This fell we par-
ticipated in the planning of the
second Giving Gala, another effort
to contribute to our class gift.
Additionally, the Class of 2009
currently possesses the Lemon
Squeezer, a symbol of our success
and contribution to our college.
With such potential, we feel
that it is important for the admin-
istration to consider the long-term
consequences that may result from
alienating our class from the
Trinity campus in our Junior year.
Trinity will likely be targeting our
especially large class to give money
as we move into the working
world. However, the expected giv-
ing potential may be significantly
decreased because of the extreme
disappointment in Trinity that
many students in our class contin-
ually express.
It is unjust that our class will
be the only formal group bur-
dened by the weight of the hous-
ing crisis. Most of the students
selected to live in the Culinary
Institute this year are members of
our class, and it has now been
announced that our class will be
targeted for the second year in a
row. If the administration's rea-
soning for placing our class in the
Culinary Institute is that many
Juniors will be abroad, why was the
Class of 2008 not targeted this
year?
This Friday marked the dead-
line for submission of applications
to the school to study abroad in
the next academic year. The
administration has seemingly
made an underhanded decision in
its failure to formally announce
that our class will be targeted next
year before we were required to
sign binding agreements for living
off campus.
As class representatives, we are
hopeful that the administration
will make a formal announcement
regarding the housing crisis as
soon as possible. If it is the case
that more than 100 members of
our class will be living in the
Culinary Institute next year, it is
important to give us plenty of time
and resources to find alternative
housing.
The Class of 2009 is prepared
to take strong actions until a reso-
lution for this crisis is reached that
appropriately addresses the con-
cerns we have expressed. We look
forward to further discussions with
the administration, finding
answers to our questions, and help-
ing to distribute factual informa-
tion to our class.
Fight for Civil Rights Not











all wake up at this ungodly hour
of the morning, still cranky, only
to hear Prof. Johnny Williams
cuss at us and manipulate us into
arguing with one another about
societal dysfunctions1 and inequal-
ities, which, in this highly polar-
ized campus of' burs,- can lead to
some brutal fights. ;Cultareshoqk
at that time of morning can'be?
unpleasantly agitating.jji>How|v«3r,
to be completely frank, "culture
-sfro~ek'"&wBat basically sums up,
in two convenient little words, my
entire experience so far here at
Trinity.
Though what made me realize
this place was different from any-
where I had ever lived or gone to
school before was something that
happened one day in that beloved
Sociology class. Prof. Williams
said to the class, "Raise your
hands, those of you who come
from racially integrated neighbor-
hoods."
Out of the 30-plus people in
the room, only two people raised
their hands. One of "those two
lonely hands floating in the air
was my own. I couldn't believe
my eyes.
. . .Let me start off by admitting
that at some point, I thought
about leaving Trinity. I spent a













Indeed, there's much to be said
about the condition and appear-
ance of the building. Its top half is
covered by rotted, near black
wood siding, the bottom marked
by unremarkable, poorly painted







old beds and bro-
ken furniture,










exist, save for the
relics around the doors that they
fell down at some point and
nobody bothered to either put
them back up or remove any signs
of their existence. The door on
the third floor, still uncovered by
a wall, has a nice little sign taped
to it that says "Not a door."
As the majestic Connecticut
sun shines onto the place, not
one, but many anger-filled adjec-
tives come to mind. This building
isn't a frat house or a run down
residence, however. It's one of the
Crescent Street Apartments, and I
have had the pleasure of living
there this semester. It's been a
long, strange, often frightening
journey in my beloved new home,
and I've learned a lot about both
Trinity and myself as I've spent
my days battling the various prob-
lems that the building has held.
I've never expected a college
dorm to be a beautiful work of
art, so I didn't have any problem
with its appearance or condition
when I arrived (though, you can
imagine, my mother did). Having
worked construction the past few
summers, I was really able to grasp
just how bad the place was. From
the exposed pipes and broken
doors to the clumsy coats of off-
white paint and lousy spackle
jobs, the place was a veritable
hole. Still, I arrived in excitement
with intentions of making it my
own. The excitement didn't last
very long.
The first problem I had was
more of a nuisance. The school
had neglected to install cable or
Internet to the building, so it fell
upon the shoulders of my room-
mates and I to call Comcast-and
The housing crunch is
only going to get worse
next year, and I can't
imagine what those
poor kids are going to
have to go through.
But the feehng of aban-
donment isn't only rel-
egated to housing. The
student body as a
whole is being left out
in the cold.
make an appointment. Given our
busy schedule early in the year, we
couldn't arrange this until two
weeks after we arrived. When
Comcast finally did come, they
installed a single jack that ran
through one of the windows.
There are still cable wires strewn
across the floor and walls. Still,
even though! was pretty annoyed
at the whole situation, it got done
and I was able to move on. But
the problems continued.
Shortly after the cable issue
was resolved, a group of angry
bees decided to take up residence
in the heating vents inside my
room. They got in through holes
in the walls near
the window, and














died or left, and
we were finally
able to live in
peace.
The problems continued to
mount. First, the shower and bath-
room sink would not drain. A task
force of my. roommate and I
decided to undog the drains. I
wouldn't be lying when I say that
the process claimed a small part
of my soul (and almost my lunch
a few times).. The bathroom sink
still doesn't drain, even after sever-
al cleanings and a whole bottle of
Drano. Once again, the school
provided no help. They didn't
help when the room started
smelling strongly of gas, either. A
maintenance man told us that it
was just the stove and to watch
the pilot light. I still fear lighting a
match anywhere near the building.
Then the front door broke. It
came right out of the low quality
wood of the doorframe, and we
couldn't screw it back in. We
called Buildings and Grounds
again. They said they would fix it
They didn't, even after several
more calls. I sleep in fear for my
life every night.
T was about to send this article
in when I discovered that our
Internet was down. I called
Comcast and they informed me
that the school had not paid this
month's bill and I would be with-
out internet services until they
did. Providing an internet connec-
tion is supposed to be included in
a student's housing, but I guess
that's been conveniently forgotten
now that finals are rolling around.
;;• ; Maybe I sound like. I'm whin-
"tng a bit,'but' It's just gotten to be
too much. I saw a flyer the other
- sec MANY on page 10 •
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All ankles on the Fred Pfeil Community
Project can be viewed in their entirety at
www, trinitytripod.com.
Inclusion, Fun Real Intention
of Hie Fred, Not IntellectuaHsm












could stay silent no longer. This
year I am a member of the Fred
Pfeil Community Project, and I
adamantly supported this project
when it arose at the end of last
year because it sounded like a
great idea. Gwen Hopkins '08,
Matthew Milner '09, and the rest
of the people spearheading this
community originally sounded
like they really wanted to provide
an alternative space for students
to have social events that dif-
fered from Vernon Street.
Whatever their original plans
were, the entire community fell
into grouping themselves in
cliques and elitist groups. Where
did it all go wrong?
The answer is within the
body of the community of itself.
Because the project was planned
at the end of the year under
rushed circumstances, the com-
munity was simply filled with
friends and acquaintances of
those leading the project. This
was the first mistake. The plan-
ning of this community occurred
well before the housing lottery,
and admission could have been
made open to the entire Trinity
community. But it wasn't. And
the building was soon filled with
similar people who were partici-
pating almost entirely for the
housing benefits of Summit East.
Next, we were asked to form
quads that met at least once a
week and that would provide
something to the community as
a whole. But the public events
soon became saturated with ideas
from only a few quads. Sure,
some have movie screenings on
Sunday afternoon, but the
biggest evening slots were filled
with events from the same
groups.
Specifically what bothered
me a lot were the not one, but
two different presentations on
sex toys that occurred within a
very short time window. The
first was homosexually-orientat-
ed, and the second was focused
on the female orgasm. Come
on, is this really all that neces-
sary?
Entire article at trinitytripod.com












correct, has not gone away. Last
week's article, "The Fred Offers
Haven Only for Intellectualism"
furthered many of these through a
series of ignorant statements and
disinformation. These misconcep-
tions, as stated by the esteemed
anonymous writer, centered on the
idea that we are somehow too
intellectual, that there is no need
for us on campus, and perhaps
worst of all, that Ben Schacht '08
is in charge.
Let's start with Schacht. This
idea that he and his good friend
James Murphy '08 are the leaders
of the Fred is not only untrue, but
is also insulting to the real leaders
of the Fred, such as Gwen
Hopkins '08. Hopkins has been
the spiritual leader of the Fred
from its inception, and for her to
be given no credit for it, and for
Schacht and Murphy, who are no
more active than any other
engaged members of the organiza-
tion, to get said credit is just
unfair. The Fred has become an
important part of our campus cul-
ture, and it's important that we
know who is responsible, specifi-
cally Hopkins and Matt Milner
'09.
The most troubling miscon-
ception put forward by last week's
writer, who from now on shall be
referred to as Dr. X, is that the
organization is a haven for elitist
intellectualism. This argument, on
its face, is irrational since the Fred
has only turned down one group
that asked to use our space, and
that was because it was simply
impossible to fit into the schedule.
There is no empirical evidence to
show that the Fred thinks it's bet-
ter than anyone else. This notion
has been intuited by people, and
for a number of reasons that I
have yet to understand.
Furthermore, our events are hardly
restricted to those with the highest
of brows. We've had two separate
sex talks (one specifically on the
female orgasm), an improv show,
three a cappella shows, a stand up
comedy show, a break dancing
show, and a rock band played here.
None of those required even a
rudimentary knowledge of the
works of Nietzsche.











they come from President Jones
setting us up as an enemy of
Camp Trin or fellow students
describing us as condescending
elitists. The belief that the Fred
thrives upon exclusion and self-
congratulatory intellectualism
seems to be shared not only by
people who have never been to
our events but also by people
who come to Summit East and
even some people who live there.
To people who have felt this way:
I am really very sorry. This exclu-
sion is so antithetical to every-
thing I want the
Fred to stand for
(inclusion, fun,
etc.) that it's sort
of personally dev-
astating. I wanted
the Fred to count-
er the phenome-
non I studied in
my Tutorial proj-
ect of freshman
having a hard time
finding their social
niche, not because
I want to validate











at Gallows, and now the commu-
nity and non-drinking-dependent
social life at the Fred, Trinity stu-
dents will always have many
options of where to spend their
free time and how to have fun.
And I don't think we should ever
have to pick only one type of
social activity; I wish everyone
felt welcome at every option.
So if you haven't felt welcome
at the Fred, I can't tell you how
sorry I am, because it is for inclu-
sion and for fun that we at the
Fred have put so much work into
hosting events every Friday as
well as running our dozen or so
common interest groups (which I
encourage you to check out next
semester).
Please accept with my apology
a promise that elitism is not what
the Fred is about and is in lojway
related to the core of the pro-
gram. Encouraging intellectual
engagement (as in a healthy
curiosity that is appropriate for
any student), in addition to cul-
tural appreciation and pure fun,
is the core of the Fred. Please join
us at Summit East as we work to
find better and better ways to
express that - and to have a good
time.
Other than recognizing this
theme, reading last week's article
slamming the Fred was really con-
fusing for me.
Partly, I was confused about
the choice to write an anony-
mous article denouncing the Fred
rather than to attempt to bring
problems up in a proactive way -
which would be helpful, as we are
a one-semester-old, entirely stu-
dent-run program still struggling
to our feet. Of course we have
problems, and we appreciate crit-
icism when done constructively,
in a way that recognizes that we
aren't making mistakes on pur-
pose and our main hope for Fred
is that it will be fun.
Partly, I was confused about
the general argument of the arti-
cle, which was based mainly on
misunderstandings about the
Fred's mission and members. We




on drinking to be
Kin. We do not
our mem-
beis to be treated
.in\ differently
lh.in the rest of













m e e t i n g s
this semes-
ter, and it's
Joe Tarzi hard to
respond to the accusation that
these meetings are permeated by
a substance-induced haze with
anything but a rather offended
confusion. I would call it libel,
but I guess that's a hard case to
justify since my name was never
mentioned. I feel I managed to
facilitate these meetings - and the
program - without being brain-
washed by either drugs or elitism.
How did author manage to so
grossly misrepresent the meetings
as to change the name of the
Friday Night Committee, invent
dialogue, and (clearly the most
egregious mistake) forget my exis-
tence?
As for our 59 members, it is
unfair and incorrect to reduce the
Fred to three people, and what's
more, it is extremely misguided to
see Matt Milner, who has been
my elected (and valued) co-leader
at the Fred this semester, as any-
thing other than self-sacrificing in
every respect for the good of the
program. (Milner has actually
been the one to put up the fliers
for a huge majority of our
events.)












Fred in last week's
Tripod chose to
write as though the Fred is well
liked on campus. I'm pretty sure
no one ever described the program
as a "shining beacon." From the
beginning the Fred has been
unfairly represented in the Tripod.
The program is mocked and writ-
ten off as an Ivory Tower full of
elitist intelligentsia.
I would also question claiming
superiority over those of us in the
Fred who do choose to drink or
smoke while decrying the elitist
people and ideas behind the pro-
gram. I take offense to being
labeled as though I'm in a con-
stant drag induced haze simply
because I am a member of the
Fred. Elitism does not just describe
a feeling of intellectual superiority.
We presented ourselves as the
anti-Vernon, not as sober or anti-
alcohol. The Fred was meant to be
a place where people felt comfort-
able drinking if they chose or if
they chose not to. I don't know
about any of you, but when I go to
the frats, I don't feel very comfort-
able when I'm not drinking. At
Fred Friday night events, the
majority of the .people are not
drunk or even drinking.
When I signed on to be part of
this program last year, I worried I
was becoming part of a communi-
ty based upon criticizing fraterni-
ties, when in reality the only differ-
ent thing about was the prevalence
of wine instead of beer. I now see
that the Fred offers me more than
Yellowtail instead of Keystone
Light. I have a place where I feel
comfortable drinking or staying
sober.
More importantly, the Fred
offers events, intellectual and oth-
erwise, I can attend during the
week. The Fred is composed of sev-
eral groups with different focuses
or themes that hold varied events.
These groups make the Fred a true
alternative space. Our mystery crit-
ic claimed "The Fred is not unique
in promoting an alterative option,
so it should go." I think the Fred
is unique because we offer events
every day. We are not just a club or
"social organization" that holds
occasional or weekly events. Said
individual makes no mention
whatsoever of these groups.
Since this anonymous member
of the Fred doesn't mention the
groups but brings up the
"mediocre turnout" of Friday
night events Fin pretty sure said
person stopped attending Fred
events a few weeks into the semes-
ter.
&irire article at trinitytripod.com
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Dear jimmy President Jones• • • Answers
Students'
Questions
What things can be done to
improve Trinity's national reputation?
School reputations are very amor-
phous, very intangible and subjective
things. Schools carry their own histo-
ries for decades, as anyone who studies
the American academy knows for cer-
tain. Many individuals will harbor
ideas, positive or negative, about an
institution because of the actions of
one leader, the reputation of a group
of faculty at some point in the institu-
tion's history, or the achievements of alumni. Here is a pertinent example. To
this day, there are individuals who still think about-the University of Chicago
because of one president: Robert Maynard Hutchins. Hutchins developed a very
strong relationship with Chicago's primary benefactor, John D. Rockefeller.
Hutchins began an experiment with a prep school located on campus, complete-
ly overhauled the undergraduate curriculum in the 1930s, started the project that
some of our students' parents knew as "The Great Books," published by
Encyclopedia Britannica, and hired some of the most brilliant scholars of his time.
The ethos of the "Hutchins College" as it was called extended even to the graffi-
ti in the men's room of the library where on one stall was written, "Would the
individual who took the Second Book of the Poetics from the library please return
same immediately?" The anecdote is both significant and humorous, since no
one has seen the Second Book of Aristotle's Poetics at least since the sacking of
the Library of Alexandria in ancient days. And yet to this day, the aura of the
"Hutchins College" still looms positively over the University of Chicago. And
largely the school's reputation for excellence stems from actions taken there more
than seventy, years ago. ^
I have always thought about Trinity s reputation in fairly simple terms: a
school's reputation can sometimes be based on the national reputation of that
institution's leader, as in Hutchins's case, but most often a school's reputation is
based primarily -«n die-Strength of the faculty, on the prowess of the students, and
on the achievements of those students once they have left, formulated adult lives
of their own, and once they have done everything they could possibly do to make
a mark on the world. And my relatively simple view of those bases upon which
a school's reputation is best founded must be reflected in the choices one makes
about where to spend the institution's money. It is no secret to anyone at Trinity
that we have been trying our best to grapple with some systemic budgetary issues
lying underneath the surface for approximately ten years. Here too, I think about
these complicated matters in simple terms. When we want to know where a fam-
ir/s most important priorities are, we need to look no further than our check-
books to see what is important enough to be supported fully.
When we want to know where an institution's most important priorities are,
we need to look no further than the budget Ergo, if we look to Trinity's budget,
despite the difficult decisions we have had to make, a number of critically impor-
tant values stand out First, we know that our students are the reason the insti-
tution exists; so we have increased financial aid for fiscal 2008 by 13.7 percent,
and this on top of a 12 percent increase this year alone. Second, we know that
we must compensate our faculty and staff as best we can; so we have instituted as
high a compensation increase as we can for fiscal 2008 and have increased that
projection by another percent going out-five years. We have increased faculty
research and development support to the highest levels in Trinity's history and
intend to hold that support at these historic levels. And we have simultaneously
increased funding for student research to all-time highs here at our College.
Reputations take years to build, and sometimes when negative things occur,
those carefully wrought reputations can be harmed by the actions of administra-
tors, faculty, or students. Each of us is a steward of Trinity's reputation, and there
are certainly signs that external entities are looking upon our actions in positive
ways. Just a few days ago, we learned from Standard and Poors, one of the two
most important financial rating firms in the US if not the world, that they had
removed a "negative outlook" for their financial rating of Trinity's present fiscal
situation and replaced that less than positive rating with a "stable outlook." This
may not seem to many important, but it is a critical sign that we are getting our
financial house in order, thanks to Vice Presidents Reese and Joyce, and to the
excellent work being done by their respective staffs. Another indication that
Trinity is sailing into the right winds was the decision of a committee at the
Mellon Foundation in New York City to recommend to their board of trustees
that Trinity, along with only two other colleges in the entire country, receive a
three million dollar endowment grant to support our urban-global initiative that
came from the Cornerstones strategic planning exercise in the 2004-2005 academ-
ic year. Liberal arts colleges will simply have to have some sort of recognizable
point of difference as the demographic cohorts begin to change, and Trinity's
urban-global engagement probably cannot be replicated by any other major liber-
al arts college in the country. This should be the foundation for our reputation
in the future.
My best guess is that Trinity is moving forward at a remarkable pace right
now. The achievements of the Advancement division last year were historic, by
anyone's measure. We are hiring wonderful faculty, and those faculty are doing
exemplary work. As I am writing this article for the campus newspaper, Professor
Craig Schneider's research has been singled out nationally. Every time a faculty
member gives a paper or teaches a transformational class, every time one of our
students does something noteworthy, every time one of our alumni is singled out,
Trinity's flag flies proudly. And our reputation nationally will only improve as well
continue to do everything we can to advance the College and not to harm it in
any way.
Please send any. questions for President Jimmy Jones to
trij5Sd@trincoll.edu
Policies to Help End Discrimination
By HABEN ABRAHAM
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
I am a first year student at
Trinity. The second day of my
Trinity career I was called a nig-
ger. I did not have the warmest
welcome to Trinity, but
nonetheless I kept my enthusi-
asm and focused on having a
positive school year. Over a
span of three months there have
been incidents of discrimination
on our campus and now the
library has adopted a racial pro-
filing policy to prevent the lap-
top disappearing acts.
In order to prevent these dis-
criminatory acts I suggest a rein-
forcement of Trinity policies
that are already established.
Not many students know that
Trinity has discrimination and
harassment policies, as well as
judicial procedures to address
these acts. You can find the
policy details for each policy
and judicial procedure on page
90 and pages 71-85 in the Trinity
Student Handbook. I suggest
that the judicial procedures set
in place be revamped and pro-
moted to the Trinity communi-
ty. A judicial committee could
work under the ' Student
Government Association and
continue to deal with harass-
ment acts directly. In my opin-
ion, the SGA is not publicly
acknowledged; therefore this
judicial committee can better
represent the student govern-
ment and their efforts to
improve Trinity.
In my seminar class
"Understanding and Reversing
Prejudice and Discrimination," a
student suggested that, besides a
judicial committee, jury duty




p r o c e d u r e s
through public
hearings. A hear-
ing will be held if
a complaint is
made either by a






carry out the nec-
essary procedures
when a student is
harassed or dis-





ethnicity. The jury will also
make a final decision to solve
the case. The Trinity communi-
ty will be updated on what
harassment incidents occur on
campus and furthermore, what
the committee's decision is.
The reform cannot only
apply to student government
and student organizations. In
In order to prevent
these discriminatory
acts I suggest a rein-
forcement of Trinity





policies, as well as judi-
cial procedures to
address these acts ... I
suggest that the judicial
procedures set in place
be revamped and pro-
moted ...
order to start reform, the stu-
dents need to be challenged in
terms of diversity and social
issues in their classrooms. An
academic curriculum reform is
needed. Curriculum require-
ments should include "diversity

























communities as part of their
urban leadership requirement.
This urban leadership require-
ment will be implemented as
part of the academic curriculum
reform. This leadership project
grants the student credits
towards his or her major and the
see DIVERSITY on page 10












would shape my life over the














A f r i c a n -
American, two




p e r c e n t
H i s p a n i c .
Normally these
would not be a factor in the
amount of racism present on a
college campus, but the majori-
ty of Trinity students are one-of-
a-kind in that the motivation to
break racial barriers and unite as
a whole community is not there;
rather, they are content being
separated by skin color. A ques-
We do not know how
to respect and show
kindness to one
another. Whether it is
challenging a student
when they use a racial
slur or taking a
few seconds out of
your day to give a fel-
low classmate a smile
while passing on the
Long Walk, the com-
passion is just not
there.
percentages
tion that has been raised multi-
ple times over the past few
weeks is what we can do to end
the ongoing racism and hatred?
Many claim it is administrators'
problem, due to lack of diversi-
ty. Others blame the separation
of houses on Vernon Street,
such as cultural houses versus
sororities and fraternities. But
placing blame only avoids the
true problem, the students of
Trinity. We do not know how to




dent when he or
she uses a racial
slur or taking a
few seconds out














than anything I have ever expe-
rienced. The idea that students
would go out of their way to
write a racial slur on a white
board or vocally harass a stu-
dent of color is absurd. Every
single student at Trinity has the
right to be here without harass-
ment or abuse, and the members
of the community who do not
support my opinion should be
ashamed of the ignorance that
provokes such thoughts and
actions.
This editorial may come
across as harsh, and I apologize
if you are not a student who is
involved in these hateful
actions. However, for those of
you who are involved I hope
you realize this cycle must end.
As a Trinity student, I am
ashamed to return home and
speak of my college, which
Princeton Review lists as fourth
in the country for "Least inter-
action between different types
of students (black/white,
rich/poor)." True, administra-
tion could add more "types" of
students, but without our effort
as a community nothing would
be accomplished. Moral of the
story, students at Trinity need to
get off the pedestal they have
put themselves on and take a
look around. We are in
Hartford, the second poorest
city in the country. Instead of
focusing on what we want, let us
now focus on what others need,
starting with the members of
Trinity's community and extend-
ing it into Hartford. For how do
we expect to help a community
as diverse as Hartford, if we can-
not even come together as a
semi-uniform community, such
as Trinity? If you let it, change
can be a good thing. So let's
change, Set's no longer be a sta-
tistic and finally rid ourselves of
the discriminatory actions that
have been associated with our
name for much too long.
10 Hie Trinity Tripod
Students Must Work for Trin Mission Many Students Unable
to Acclimate to Crescent
continued from page 7
long afternoon sifting through
my records, trying to find my
high school transcript, beginning
once again to formulate yet
another list of schools to apply to.
It was like fall semester of senior
year in high school all over again
except this time, I wasn't at home
with all my life-long, supportive
friends and family. I was stuck
here in this cold, socially hostile
campus with the hope of escaping
as the only thing egging me on. I
needed to be
somewhere I








as one may label
this portrayal of
Trinity College to
be, this is the real-
ity for some students. What's
worse is how many students feel
this way, and what's more disturb-
ing is who these people are. I'm
not going to say that they are
mostly. minorities who do not
come from financially advanta-
geous backgrounds because that is
a stereotype and a very inaccurate
one at that. I'm going to say that,
shockingly enough, they are the
people who believe in the very
ideals Trinity College claims to
stand for as a learning institution.
My question then is: Why in
God's name are we driving away
the students who we. supposedly
intend to attract? There is some-
thing seriously wrong here.
Trinity's mission statement,
available on the.Trinity Web site,
reads: "Trinity College is a com-
munity united in a quest for excel-
lence in liberal arts education.
Our purpose is to foster critical
thinking, free the mind of
parochialism and prejudice, and
prepare students to lead examined
lives that are personally satisfying,
civically responsible, and socially
useful."
It goes on to elaborate how
the college would be able to
accomplish said mission through
the following four elements: A
diverse, committed, and
approachable faculty, a rigorous
and flexible curriculum, a "talent-
ed, motivated and diverse student
body," and "an attractive, secure
This place certainly has
the potential to be a
great learning institu-
tion ... But now we
have to Sght for it. We
owe it to those who
fought before us, to
ourselves, and to one
another.
and supportive campus communi-
ty" that "sustains a full array of
cultural, recreational, and volun-
teer activities, arid embodies the
philosophy that students' experi-
ences in the dormitories, dining
halls, and extracurricular organiza-
tions are an important and power-
ful complement to their formal
learning in the classroom."
Despite the touching ideals
and beautiful wording, I think it is
more than fair to say that Trinity
College as of late has failed that






h o m o p h o b i a ,
etc. (the list goes
on and on) have
not been reflec-




to offer in words
has not translated onto the actual
campus we walk through each
day. I'm starting to become afraid
that the reasons I chose Trinity as
my home for the next four years
have all been a complete fabrica-
tion - or worse, a failure of a mis-
sion.
And don't get me wrong, I
have tried. My whole-hearted
attempts to adapt and embrace
this campus while trying to main-
tain sanity and esteem have left
me so tired at the end of the day.
Tired of fighting, tired of proving
myself, tired of how little progress
so much effort makes. The end-
less amount of terrible -isms that
exist here was something I read
about in books and had seen in
movies, but now they are smack
dab in my face. I had not realized
that such ignorance still prevailed
today. I thought the fighting was
over or at least nearly over. I
thought that we were that lucky
generation that got to reap the
benefits of what leaders like
Martin Luther King, Jr. fought
and died.for. The whole debacle
that occurred here at Trinity baf-
fled me because I honestly
thought that we had already set-
tled this crap. Does anyone
remember the Civil Rights era?
So it made me come to this
conclusion: this entire uproar was
a result of fallacious social/cultur-
al changes from the past. It seems
to me that there still are people
who never got it. It is evident in
their children, the very people
who now attend school with us
and still practice the same preju-
dice so much blood was shed to
get rid o£ So I guess the fight is
not over, as hard as that is to
accept. However, with this realiza-
tion, a responsibility is inherited.
To those of you who are
thinking about leaving Trinity and
even to those of you who are still
here but have given up on Trinity:
Think for a second about why
you are here in the first place. You
ended up here for a reason, and
now there is a demand to fight for
change. When Jimmy Jones took
office, one of his goals was to fur-
ther , diversify the campus. The
great thing about our freshman
class is that there are more of us
now (Thanks President Jones),
enough to generate change effec-
tively and more rapidly. We are
fresh, strong and plenty in num-
ber and if we work together we
can make things happen. So what
I am humbly saying is that we
need you all now more than ever.
Leaving will only let them win.
In fact, this is bigger than
Trinity College. Yes, there is a def-
inite privileged elite in power here.
But here is the stark truth - where
in the world is there not a
damned privileged elite?
But what's great about Trinity
College is that on this campus,
these people don't hail from far-
away castles or from the top
floors of corporate offices where
we can't see them. They are in our
damn classes with us. They walk
the Long Walk and the halls with
us. They eat in the same places we
do. The two extremes in close
vicinity of one another - how
often does that happen? Think
about how rewarding it would be
to find unity despite that extreme
disconnect, and, if that is possi-
ble, what answers does it give us
to the larger social questions of
life?
Some may call me idealistic,
but I would rather be that than an
apathetic cynic disguised as a real-
ist. I am a firm believer in the fact
that there is never a good reason
to stop fighting for equality and
tolerance, and that's why I've
decided to stay. This place certain-
ly has the potential to be a great
learning institution, and I don't
doubt that it once was. But now
we have to fight for it. We owe it
to those who fought before us, to
ourselves, and to one another.
Diversity Should be Part of Curriculum
continued Bom page 9
student receives the satisfaction
of his or her program becoming
a part of Trinity's outreach pro-
grams. If a student's major is
Modern Languages (specifically
Spanish) the student can host
their "Conversations on Race"
in Spanish with participants
from both Hartford and Trinity
students taking Spanish courses.
If a student's major is in the sci-
ences, the student can work as a
teacher's aide at the Hartford
Magnet Middle School across
the street to receive credit
towards their Engineering major.
There are other ways besides
these examples on how to inte-
grate diversity and "hands-on"
experience within students'
majors - it is just a matter of
spending the time to answer
"How?"
This improvement needs to
be a faculty-student-administra-
tion effort. Those of you that
constantly say "I'm not part of
the problem, therefore \ should
not be at this forum" or "We
always talk about diversity, and
this is a waste of my time"- in
my opinion, you are the prob-
lem. You may not have written
"nigger" on a black and Latina
student's whiteboard, but you
are still at fault. We are at fault
for all the times we see such
behavior and do nothing. We
are at fault for allowing that per-
son to vandalize property and
disrespect a fellow Trinity stu-
dent. It is our place, our
responsibility to teach him or
her that their behavior, is
demeaning. The necessary
change should not come from
the effort of the victims of
harassment and discrimination
only. Everyone is involved in
this effort, and Trinity will not
advance until this is understood
by everyone in the community.
continued from page 7
day for apartments on Allen Place.
They include all the amenities that
Trinity housing does and then
some. They provide cable and
Internet, and I imagine that they
pay for them consistently. They
have a maid service and washer
and dryer. I have a swiffer mop
and the basement of Frobb, which
serves Frobb and all of Crescent
Street with three washing
machines and four dryers. And I'd
be shocked if one of the doors on
the apartments stayed broken for
more than a few days.
The price of living in one of
those apartments, in full, for
twelve months is significantly
lower than Trinity housing costs.
But it's not just the cost. Trinity
asked students to chose alternate
housing options because of the
housing crunch. I was happy to
oblige. I figured that it would be
good to help the school and live
in an apartment style room. I did-
n't know that the school would
abandon me. I didn't know that
they wouldn't provide a basic, san-
itary and, most importantly, safe
living atmosphere. I didn't expect
luxury. I did expect to be treated,
at the very least, like a normal ten-
ant. My good faith has been
rewarded with nothing but prob-
lems.
The housing crunch is only
going to get worse next year, and
I can't imagine what those poor
kids are going to have to go
through. But the feeling of aban-
donment isn't only relegated to
housing. The student body as a
whole is being left out in the cold.
With every program cut, every
teacher let go, and every budget
decision made, the school remains
aloof. There is no effective dia-
logue. The budget meetings are a
joke. The course booklet is shrink-
ing. It seems like the most pas-
sionate faculty are more worried
about getting rid of fraternities
than the real problems facing the
school. Students are coming to
Trinity, with their parents paying
one of the most expensive tuitions
in the country, to get an educa-
tion, build a community, and
grow as individuals. Instead, they
are being treated as another com-
modity that needs to be dealt with
because of the budget. In order
for the perception of this school
to improve, that needs to change.
I'm going to go get dinner
now, and usually I worry about
leaving the room. Every time I'm
not there, I may be getting
robbed. I'm not that worried this
time, however, because, in a way, I
already am.
Along the Long Walk
What are you looking forward to
most about winter break?











"They're looking forward to









Tributes Inc. Teaches Hartford Kids About Morals and History
ByJONSMONIAN
SPORTS EDITOR
The look on the faces of the
proud parents was all you need-
ed to see. The group of 20 to 30
parents and grandparents of the
12 children, who ranged from
first to fifth grade, were beam-
ing as their boys and girls per-
formed "A Tribute to Harriet
Tubrrian" last Tuesday night in
the Washington Room. The
kids were all part of an after-
school project called Tributes
Inc., which was started by a
Holocaust survivor over 35 years
ago.
Eve Sumerai, an 80-year-old
German Jew who escaped the
Holocaust by fleeing to
England, has been living and
teaching children of all ages in
the Hartford area for close to 60
years. Tributes Inc. is just the
latest iteration of Sumerai's
quest to educate children and,
Couurtesy of DavioSumerai
The participants of the Tributes Inc. after school program put on their production of "A Tribute to Harriet Tubman" ,
more importantly, provide them
with the foundation for building
a solid and socially acceptable
moral compass, which she
believes many children, especial-
ly the under-privileged, lack.
With the help of Professor of
Modern Languages and
Literature Naogan Ma, who was
introduced to Sumerai through
her two children, Tributes Inc.
was born in 2004 and Ma's First
Year Seminar in the fall 2004
semester was one of the first
groups of Trinity students to be
involved with the program.
The end result for the pro-
gram each year is a play with a
set and musical numbers.
However, this play is not like
the The Connection put on ear-
lier this semester or the Hip-
Hop Show that Trinity hosted
last weekend. For many of the
children, this is their first time
acting, being on stage, or even
speaking in front of a group of
adults. Mistakes, missed cues,
long pauses to sound words out,
and help from the mentors were
commonplace in this show, but
nobody seemed to care that
much. "You should have seen
these kids at the beginning of
the program a few weeks ago,"
Ma said afterward. "They were
running around being crazy, but
look at them now, it's like they
are different people."
The performance was truly
an inspirational session, with all
of the parents recording it in
some form or another and all of
the children doing their
absolute best to showcase what
they had learned over the course
of the program. One of the
non-family members in the audi-
ence, Maryann Allcroft, com-
mented about her feelings on
the performance: "I had kind of
lost faith in the few young peo-
ple I see now and then. You
[the Tributes participants] have
restored my feelings.
Inspirational!"
In addition to Ma and the
association with the Trinity
College Boys and Girls Club, a
plethora of other volunteers of
all ages contributed to the suc-
cess of the program. Trinity stu-
dents Courtney Drakes '09 and
John Pope '08 were mentors
throughout the year and local
residents such as Rochelle
Holder - who was the musical
accompaniment for the play -
and Hilda Carrasquillo — who
aided with Spanish translations
throughout the performance -
were instrumental in the produc-
tion.
This year, the kids learned
see BOYS on page 14
Trin Alumna Shares Her Rat-Infested Post-Graduate Adventures
By JEN LINCOLN
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR
Perhaps some of you are at
the brink of a pre-graduation
panic. Throughout all of my
senior year at Trinity I was
undoubtedly in that dreaded
existential crisis, wondering how
long I would need to keep won-
dering before I really found
something I wanted to commit
to. To be honest, this feeling is
not over; on the contrary, I still
find it alive and weir a full year
and a half after I began to live in
mortal fear. It has, however,
unquestionably subsided, as I
put my foot down this summer
and jumped on a seemingly
unlikely bandwagon which
involved packing up my belong-
ings, filing for multiple visas, get-
ting seven shots and heading to
the other side of the world.
I am now quietly perched in
a Starbucks in Shenzhen, the city
in which I am an English conver-
sationalist teacher, about 40
miles north of Hong Kong in
the People's Republic of China.
Shenzhen is part of a special eco-
nomic zone established a couple
decades ago in attempt to create
a capitalist buffer next to the
flourishing though unquestion-
ably colonial city of Hong Kong
to the south. The experiment
appears to be working, as this
city is far less dirty (the appropri-
ate Chinese equivalent for being
more cosmopolitan) than is any
other part of China I have seen,
except Hong Kong.
What do I mean by less dirty?
Well, for one there are fewer
bicycles (in Beijing bicycles
appeared to be the ideal utility
vehicle for transporting most
everything, from computer mon-
itors to flattened corrugated
cardboard boxes). There is also
visibly less pollution than there
is in Beijing, although it does
tingle one's skin a bit when it
rains. Children still do urinate
most everywhere - as is Chinese
custom - but adults opt to do
such in private more often than
in other places in this country.
I will not claim, however,
that this is a haven for sanita-
tion. After all, a hole in the
ground is considered a fully
functional toilet and vice versa.
And did you know there actually
are such things as bed bugs? I
always thought they were just
made up for the little ditty - like
the tooth fairy, or the myth of
the liberal media. But no, they
are actually alive and well in my
mattress currently. Mission:
must find how to fumigate a
room in China while washing
each and every article of cloth in
my possession.
My first apartment was locat-
ed under the bleachers on my
school campus (many teachers
live on campus in China, and
leave it to the Chinese to utilize
all available space) and I was
eventually chased from this cave-
like abode by some unwanted
visitors. It began one evening
when I was, ahem, flushing the
toilet in my apartment bath-
room and I witnessed something
which would unnerve even the
thick-skinned. A massive rat




the fact that he
had been sub-
merged in sewage
water prior to his
emergence.
Spooked but
not panicked, I slammed the
door to the bathroom, then the
following door to my little
kitchen, and hid in my bedroom,
resolving never again to visit my
bathroom and certainly never to
use the toilet. I asked my school
the next day to spread poison
around the area and they
claimed they had, it seems these
creatures were simply more
resilient than the toxins (and
that we had, thus, likely created
a breed of super rats in our
midst as a result). I rejected the
idea of putting traps in my apart-
ment, as I imagined accidentally
trapping myself and loathed the
idea of finding bloodied animal
carcasses in my presence in the
morning. I weighted the toilet
lid down with a bottle of bleach
and pondered how it was that
Western society had managed to
become so sanitary in such a
grimey world.
One following night I awoke
to two consecutive crashes from
my kitchen. I rushed in to wit-
ness two furry partners in crime
scurrying out (they also seemed
"I was thereafter regu-
larly waking up with
rat feces around my
kitchen and bath-
room.
to utilize my drain from the
shower, which they had chewed
through the barrier for) after










door, which were positioned
back to back in the doorway and
were each about one and a half
feet tall and two feet wide. The
rats had gnawed around each of
these so that they had each fall-
en down to the ground com-
pletely intact in what I must say
was an ingenious attempt to
access the meager amount of
food (emphasis on meager) in
the adjacent kitchen. I must say
I couldn't help but admire the
fortitude.
I was thereafter regularly wak-
ing up with rat feces around my
kitchen and bathroom.
Whenever I came home late at
night I was greeted by the crea-
tures who I would then be
forced to chase out with a stick
which was meant to be used to
hang laundry (Chinese hang
laundry wherever space is avail-
able, again, way to utilize ... ). I
can't say I ever resigned myself
to this fate. And so it came that
I realized I had two choices:
entice the rats to allow me to
join their society, work for their
nest, breed with their males, and
eventually feel fully adapted
within my new community or
move out. On this I pondered
oh so briefly.
I eventually moved out of
that little infested apartment. I
was offered a dorm room on the
sixth floor (walk-up, of course)
of the newly renovated Hail of
Eternal Wisdom (the Chinese are
not modest about their titles). It
was a smaller space, but I imag-
ined that rodents would find
trekking up five flights of sewage
pipes to gain access to my lofty
abode too considerable of a chal-
lenge to entertain. I suppose
you could say that the rats ended
up defeating me, as I had ulti-
mately abandoned my territory
to the unwanted invaders. It was
a battle I was willing to forfeit.
This escapade thus left me
something to ponder. My for-
mer enemies never had the abili-
ty to ponder what, if any, they
would regret by pursuing their
given ambition, opposed to
another. They did not question
their goal; they were not even set
back by dangers and obstacles.
They knew where there was food,
and that was all they cared
about. And eventually, they got
it — their obstacles collapsed
under the shear weight of their
steadfastedness. •
But we are not rats. The
human mind is so complex it
has no recourse in questioning
its resolutions, pondering all
options until it determines that
see LINCOLN on page 14
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Senior Spotlight. Rebecca Herter
By MOLLY DINCE
FEATURES WRITER
Among the Class of 2007's
many accomplished individuals
is Rebecca Herter, a senior IDP
student and one of this year's
candidates for valedictorian.
Herter's academic record is stel-
lar, her admiration from profes-
sors is unequivocal, but even
more striking is the story of her
path to academic success and
intellectual fulfillment.
Having grown up in a small
town in Connecticut and attend-
ed an elite private school, Herter
always assumed she would gradu-
ate and proceed to attend a pres-
tigious college. Unlike most 18-
year olds in that same position,
Herter, however, made an excep-
tionally independent decision-
one that on the surface seemed
to display a disregard for her edu-
cation but when examined more
closely exemplifies an immense
maturity and commitment to her
education. Herter deferred
Harvard for a year, much to the
dismay of her parents and teach-
ers, with the realization that she
was not in a position to take
advantage of all that college has
to offer.
In place of daily lectures and
homework, Herter spent that
year working at a gas station in
Oregon, traveling the country,
and living in Australia where she
gave workshops to women in
Aboriginal communities about
the dangers of alcohol and drugs
during pregnancy.
But feelings of reluctance to
enroll in college remained and
Herter deferred
once again to















forgoing. That year she attended
Yale while maintaining her job at
the record store and living off
campus.
When many students would
feel eiated at having gained
admission to one of the coun-
try's most elite universities,
Herter felt dissatisfied and
refused to be complacent about
her education. She found the
school's size overwhelming,
explaining that one of her classes
had 800 students and took place
"in a two-story auditorium.
There's no way to learn in that
kind of environment. I have to
feel engaged with the professor
and there's no way to do that
when you can barely see him at
the front of the classroom."
Herter realized that Yale was sim-
ply not the place for her.
Two years later, Herter. found
herself at Trinity. She explained
that the IDP program offered
everything she was looking for in
a college experience: the ability
Horoscopes
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was looking for in a
college experience: the
ability to adjust her
course load to a man-
ageable amount, small
class size, and unwaver-
ing support from pro-
fessors.
to adjust her course load to a
manageable amount, small class
size, and unwavering support
from professors. According to
Herter, coming to Trinity "was
the best decision I ever made."
Here she has discovered her pas-
sion for the sciences, a subject
she had previously shunned at all
costs. Now pursuing her
Bachelor's degree in psychology,"
Herter plans to attend medical
school and potentially a career in

















school. She believes that "gain-
ing some life experience sets me
apart from many of the students
here. I've worked fulltime, paid
my own rent, and been exposed
to so many different types of
people. This was eye opening for
me." She also credits the support
system at Trinity for her academ-
ic progress, achievements, and
fulfillment. "I have three advisors
and all my professors to go to.
Class size has been really impor-
tant - my last semester at Yale, I
had a class of 800 students,
which is • 1/6 of the whole
school's population. That didn't
work for me. I've made it a pre-
rogative to seek out my profes-
sors just to check up on my work
and discuss what we're studying
in a casual setting. I won't let a
semester go by without getting to
know my professors on that
level. At Yale I would go to class
and just sit and listen, it was all
done by the TAs. Here, it's inter-
active and engaging. Maybe if I
had stayed longer and continued
to take upper level classes things
would have changed. But, if any-
thing, I have found a more intel-
lectual community here."
Herter no longer views a col-
lege education simply as a vehicle
to professional success nor does
she possess the "it's just what
you do" mentality. Learning has
become the means:.• to under-r
standing the world around her
and figuring out where she fits
in. "When you go out into the
real world you realize that you're
the minority and most people
don't live like you. When you
endeavor to find commonalities
between you and other people
who don't appear superficially
similar, that's when you start to
learn. You realize who you are,
what you want from your life,
and what you plan on doing
about it."
Herter realizes that taking the
road less traveled has also been
critical to her own happiness, as
her outlook on education has
brought intellectual fulfillment, a
component of an individual's
happiness in itself. "It's not all
about the grades. It's finding the
stuff you're interested in, and it's
about learning. If more people
could think like that at Trinity
and elsewhere, it might help the
level of intellectual engagement
everyone here seems to be ques-
tioning these days. You just never
know what's going to happen if
you take a risk and try some-
thing new. The chance that you
might miss that, however, is
worse than finding it's a chal-
lenge."
Herter's life experiences are
inspiring and provide valuable
insight into how to approach
education. She conveys the
importance of intellectual enrich-
ment and the benefits of refusing
to accept blindly thg common-
route as a compromise for one's
own personal happiness and ful-
fillment. "Because that's what it's







AQUARIUS January 20 - February 18
When you're weaving down Vernon and crashing
into posts it's time to make a lifestyle change. You
don't want to ring in the New Year with a less-than-
perfect reputation.
New Year's Resolution: Quit recreational drugs
PISCES February 19 - March 20
When you tell people you'll do favors for them, do
them. Don't make promises you can't keep - especial-
ly when drunk, where the other person you make the
promise to NEVER IS. Remember this.
New Year's Resolution: Keep promises
ARIES March 21 - April 19
Your BAC level is higher than your GPA. Yes, you're
in the Facebook group already, but it's time you
stopped using that as bragging rights. Next time, put
your booze money towards something more valuable.
New Year's Resolution: Treasure sobriety more
TAURUS April 20 - May 20
You hang onto your own Corona at a party like it's
a life or death matter. Learn to share. Break open a
30 and, God forbid, give some away. Maybe you'll
have more than 42 Facebook friends by January ...
New Year's Resolution: Be more charitable
GEMINI May21-June21
Having just watched the Victoria's Secret Fashion
Show, you feel motivated to take charge. Note to
you: taking charge does not count as solely eating
carbs. And, no, butter is not a carb.
New Year's Resolution: Lose 10 pounds
CANCER June22-Ju3y22
You never find yourself exchanging greetings with any-
one on the Long Walk. It's time to change your behav-
ior. Try being friendly, say "Hi," get a cell phone. If all
else fails, it's probably because you're ugly.
New Year's Resolution: Make a friend
L E O July 23-August 22
We know mommy and daddy pay for everything
anyways but it sucks to receive credit card state-
ments written in red. The only mail you've been get-
ting is from banks ... it's time to remedy that.
New Year's Resolution: Get out of debt
V I R G O August 23-September 22
You walk into the Cave and grab a six-er of sushi and
then reach for the ... fork? like the Japanese ever con-
doned eating sushi with a fork. Expand your horizons
a little and pick up those two wooden sticks.
New Year's Resolution: Learn something new
LIBRA September 23 - October 22
The fact that you process everything internally is
mind-wrecking, literally. Stop trying to memorize all
Aunt Tizzy's kids' birthdays (yes, all 12) while trying
to juggle eight essays, as well as bills, bills, bills.
New Year's Resolution: Get organized
SCORPIO October 23 - November 21
In the New Year, you should volunteer more. Do
more community service and help an old lady across
the street once in a while. Helping others does not
include increasing the tolerance levels of freshmen.
New Year's Resolution: Help others
SAGITTARIUS November 22 -December 21
Stop walking around like you have a California
Redwood up your bum and relax a little. Let go,
take a breather, get a massage, buy something expen-
sive and frivolous ... your choices are endless.
New Year's Resolution: Enjoy life more
CAPRICORN December 22-January 19
You're such a pushover. In the New Year it's time to
let out all that pent-up aggression - and then do it
again and again on a regular basis. Someone needs
to know who's boss!
New Year's Resolution: Be more assertive
December 12,2006
Twas the Night of Our Late Night
As Adapted by your Tripod Editors from Clement Clarke Moore's "Twos the Night Before Christmas
With Love, Lizzie Brown and Ashley Bell
13
'Twas the night of our Late Night, and all through Camp Trin,
Not a Brother was snoozing, except Josh Biren.
The kegs were all tapped in the basement with care,
In hopes that young girls soon would booze there.
The guys were prepared, condoms right by their beds,
While visions of threesomes danced in their heads.
And Lizzie in her corset, and Ash in her pumps,
Were singing in High Rise, along to "My Humps."
When out on the Long Walk arose such a clatter,
Alas! The shrieking nature of the Class of Oh-Ten's chatter.
Away to the party we flew like a flash,
Quick! Before "those freshmen" take over the bash!
We ran past a dealer who was holding some snow,
"Hey ladies ... I've got more than one thing you can blow."
When what to our wondering eyes should appear,
But his miniature girlfriend, drunk after only one beer!
The situation was so awk and ridic,
We knew in a moment we had to leave ... quick
More rapid than a river, the frat-goers came,
Brothers at the door beckoned their faves by name.
"Now, Dally! Now, Moor! Now, Izon and Gafmey!
On, Grey Goose! On, 'Quila! On, Andre and Brewski!"
To the top of the table! To the top of the bar!
Yeah ... we saw you eyeing our moves from afar.
As drunkards that dash when Campus Safety shows,
We make sure to tear our First-Picks away from our foes.
So to all ends of campus, the pairs, they flew,
Girls hoping for love ... and more than a kiss, too.
And then, in a pounding, we heard through the wall,
The "conversation" of good times had by all.
As we turn up the volume to block out the repetitious,
We began to get down to "I Need a Boss" and "FergaKcious."
The boy was dressed in Polo, from his bow-tie to his shoes,
And his clothes were all tarnished with sludge and with booze.
His Nantucket Reds were soon tossed on the floor,
They had been in the way just moments before.
His muscles - how they rippled! His dimples how merry!
His scent was Armani, nis tongue tasted like cherrv!
His boxers were tartan - so in right now!
Oh! And we tots loved those jewel-toned socks. Me-(
It was clear that he dug my La Perla set,
And knew this would not be a night to foi
But before he could get me onto hi:
I grabbed my cell phone from my Louis \
"Yo, Betch" I answered to my girl on the
"Are you goin' back out?" "Duh ... I'm feelin
Before he could beg me to come back to bed,
From bofo to besties I'd already fled.
We met up at a house that we all well knew,
Was it purple? Yellow? Or some other hue?
We breezed past the entrance and onto the floor,
"It's your lucky night, boys, we're teg^-*,
back for some more!" i$t'
As the dawn approached, we weren't feel-
ing the mood, m
Back to Ash's we trekked for some Wood CN H
Tap food.
But they heard us exclaim, cere we vanished
idh
"Happy Late Night to all, and to all a Good Night!"
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Boys and Girls Club Hosts a Student Production
continued from page 11
about Harriet Tubman, while
previous performances have
been about Roberto Clemente,
Frederick Douglass, Mark Twain
and even President Franklin D.
Roosevelt. The goal is to teach
the children about a historical
figure and then put on a play
about him or her, but the deep-
er meaning is to glimpse into
the moral and psychological
attributes of these historical fig-
ures and to learn from the great
examples of moral leadership
that they showcased during their
life. The language that the men-
tors of the program use is never
as complex or intricate as the
goals being accomplished, but
the kids grasp onto the idea and
have fun while learning.
"Sometimes, the most impor-
tant lessons of history aren't on
the test," Sumerai said.
"This is my third year and
[the Tributes program] was great
[...] it's fun because it teaches us
how to talk out loud," said
Khalil Harris-Abrams, who
played the part of the slave mas-
ter in the play.
"It teaches us how to act and
talk about history," said John
Gwynn, who was one of the chil-
dren listening to Harriet tell her
story.
Another facet of. Tributes
Inc. that feeds directly back into
the main focus of the program
is the ending segment of the per-
formance. Each year, the chil-
Courtesy of David Sumerai
One of the goals of the Tributes Inc. program is to educate children and teach them how to speak in front of a crowd.
dren collect money for a charity
and do another short reading on
a current event after the main
production is finished, some-
thing Sumerai believes will set
the kids on the right moral track
when they leave the program.
This year, the charity chosen was
Doctors Without Borders and
the current events were the
atrocities happening in Darfur.
The presentation was not schol-
arly or academic in any manner,
but the message that it delivered
- to the kids possibly more than
the educated adults in the room
- is that even today, there are
still places where morality is
lacking and, as citizens of the
world, we need to stand up and
say that it is not right.
Next semester, Ma will be
offering a half credit course that
will focus on enhancing the rela-
tionship between Tributes Inc.
and Trinity College and eventu-
ally pass on the model that is
created here in Hartford to
other colleges and universities.
"I see this program as a way
for Trinity students to become
more aware of the community
that surrounds them as opposed
to just being focused on what





continued Horn page 11
it is indeed time to turn one of
them into a plan of action and
thereafter setting out to con-
vince itself that this was indeed
the best possible decision one
could ever, hope to render.
Indeed this is the curse of the
intelligent mind that we were
endowed by nature, and try as
we might, we cannot blame the
human tendency towards depres-
sion and even despair in the
midst of options and obstacles
on anything other than our own
innate intelligence.
So as you approach, struggle
through, or perhaps drown in
your existential crisis, the one in
which you question what it is
that would keep your head afloat
and make you determined to
swim to shore, consider that the
act of pondering, while benefi-
cial to the haphazard actor, can
cramp and cripple the overly
cautious or emotional. I am in
China, where I went to avoid
deciding which piece of drift-
wood I should cling to - and I
now realize that I could eventu-
ally drown just as easily by never
clinging to anything.
Rats, enjoy the apartment.
Not much of a view anyways.
Around Trinity
AT Won't Vacation in Your
Non-tucket
AT would like to give a big "F" for "F
YOU!" to whoever decided to welcome a cer-
tain aggressive anti-Adonis to campus this
past weekend. Thanx to you, AT was almost
murdered on the dance floor. If he thinks
he's getting away / We will prove him wrong
/ We'll take him all the way ... to COURT!
While we appreciate your confessions of true
love after initial rejection, AT would like to
point out that pervy persistence is punish-
able both with a restraining order and a swift
kick in the lower round regions. How awk-
ward for you. Not only was AT onto your
scheme of making every girl feel "special,"
but we've got a little something that you've
clearly never heard of on Nantucket ... stan-
dards, betch. PS: nice, sweat stains ... woof.
Holiday Hoe-Downs? Not at
Trin!
When AT says cocktail, you say dress.
Cocktail ... dress. Not cocktail flip flops, not
cocktail denim mini. AT doesn't know what
kind of cocktail hoe-downs you've attended in
the past, but here at Trin, we like to keep it
always classy with nothing but cocktail ragers
(natch). Although AT admires the effort at
some holiday spirit by donning the headwear of
a certain jolly chubster (uh AT means Santa
Claus, mabes you've heard of him, Scrooge), we
regret to inform you that you foiled in the
instant festivity department. Only festive red
dresses would save you at that point (everyone
who's anyone knows that). Your holiday cheer
rating equals negative reindeer. Rudolph is barf-
ing all over your cheep Santa hat.
Baby HeylZeus >
Baby Girls
Apparently the theme of a certain festive fra-
ternity fete was not that of the celebrating the
holiday season, as advertised. Instead of wor-
shipping baby Hey!Zeus, the brothers appeared
to be worshipping baby girls. And when AT says
BABY girls, we mean it. No euphemisms. The
plethora of prepubescent princesses included
both the usual un-fresh freshwomen, as well as,
(gasp!), a highschooler? We understand the need
of a certain brothah from anothah mothah (no,
not you) to discriminate against women of
supermodel stature, but ... come on. AT's sure
that there are girls who share your vertical chal-
lenges AND your age. We mean... there have to
be, right? Seriously... AT would advocate acces-
sorizing with a pair of Manolo heels before a
short date. At least your dignity would be saved.
You're So Hawt It Burns ...
Literally
While AT was too K-E-W-L to be [official-
ly] invited to the Snow-Blah, AT did bear wit-
ness to a certain seniorette releasing her inhi-
bitions with the aid of a little something
bubbly that a few of you may have heard of.
It's called "alcohol.". Yum. Delish! Crack?
Delish! Unfortunately slash fortunately, this
chica was not into crack-a-lack. But she did
have a ciggie in her hand. Wait, she was puff-
ing the tobacc? That's whack ... but so bad-
ass it hurts. Ouch, we were burned ... by her
HOTTNESS! Could AT be any moiej turned
on? NOWAY, EM-BAY! We heart heart heart
you and your booziness slash flooziness. But
you ain't promiscuous. We blow kisses. And
you blow ... WHAT?!
Top 10.
Gifts to Give Your Loved Ones
This Holiday
10. A Menorah, a Kanorah, Christmas lights ... it gets
dark at 4 pjn. now. And everyone could use some fes-
tive mood-lighting. .
9. Boys, a diamond is forever. Remember this.
8. A festive, red holiday dress ... no, we're not letting
this one go.
7. Girls, make room for the other woman in your
man's life, Lara Croft. Give him the gift that will make
him go "Wii."
6. For your BFF ... some shoes, betch.
5. World Peace - learn to love thy neighbor on Vernon
Street, or not.
4. Set your friends up on a Tnpoc^sponsored blind
date ... sparks might be afloat for them, too. Tee-hee.
3. Budget $ to actually print this Top 10. That's right.
To: Tripod, Love: SGA.
2. Bring home a report card with a G.P.A. above a 2.5,
Happy Holidays, Mom & Dad / other legal guardians.
1. Ladies & Gents, pick up some mistletoe and [mid-
night] surprise that special someone you've been eye-
ing the past few weekends ... think of it as the gift that




Flaunts jewels and Riches
BySARAYOO
ARTS WRITER
Kirsten Dunst graced the
cover of this year's annual mon-
strous four-pound September
issue of Vogue as Marie
Antoinette, in which the director
of the biopic, Sophia Coppola,
tells the magazine, "I think you
can be substantial and still be
interested in frivolity." Perhaps
this is true, but upon watching
Marie Antoinette, it seems
Coppola forgot about the sub-
stance; it is an overrated plat-and-
substance-free movie with an irri-
tatingly superb soundtrack.
Coppola's Lost in Translation
was a gimmick if there ever was
one, but at least it had a decent
soundtrack that redeemed it.
Similarly, Marie Antoinette is
vapid and shallow, but comes
with a soundtrack "lh"at shows
Coppola's ability to use/misuse
good music for bad movies (more
on this later). In all fairness, the
film is visually stunning - after
all, Coppola probably had the
best costume designer/set design-
er/ cinematographer daddy's
money could buy. Otherwise,
Coppola does an excellent job of
taking a piece of history and
warping it into a two-hour tribute
to fashion that shamelessly
indulges teenage girls and stupid
people alike. I enjoy pretty dress-
es as much as the next girl, but
it's a little warped when 13-year-
old girls everywhere are thinking,
"Marie Antoinette is so fabulous,
what a fashion icon!"
Aside from recruiting Dunst
to play Marie Antoinette and
Jason Schwartzman to play Louis
XVI (think weird infatuation:
Dunst is to Coppola as Uma
Thurman is to Quentin Tarantino
and Schwartzman happens to be
Coppola's cousin) Coppola gath-
ers an impressive cast that she
does not exploit to its full poten-
tial. Marianne Faithfull plays
Marie Antoinette's mother,
Queen of Austria, Maria Teresa,
Rip Torn plays King Louis XV,
and Steve Coogan plays
Ambassador Mercy, all talented
actors who could have and
should have been developed
more as characters. Most enjoy-
able to watch is Australian Rose
Byrne's role as Marie Antoinette's
best friend, the promiscuous, fun-
loving Comtesse du Polignac.
History is only briefly mentioned
throughout the movie so the
audience gets a general gist: the
Americans need monetary sup-
port at some point, French funds
are running low, Austria is having
trouble with Prussia, etc. and
nary a sight of a starving and
angry peasant is to be seen any-
where until the end - God forbid
that ruins the aesthetic of the
movie. Coppola obviously feels
that long, extended scenes of
Marie Antoinette getting her hair
coiffed, buying shoes, eating pret-
ty pastries, and sitting in a bath-
tub looking pensive are more
important in setting the visual
mood.
The movie begins with a
scared, naive Austrian girl being
transported to France to become
the Dauphine. She immediately
runs into problems - French
courtiers seem to have xenopho-
bia, the king's mistress and for-
mer prostitute Madame du Barry
is giving her sass, and her new
husband may or may not be gay
and refuses to consummate their
marriage, preventing her from ful-
filling her duty of providing an
heir. She makes the most of her
situation by going off the deep
end in extravagant spending and
self indulgence. After several years
of Marie Antoinette doubting her
sexual appeal have elapsed, the
formerly uninterested Louis XVI
is suddenly able to impregnate
her and she bears two children.
Halfway throughout the movie,
Louis, gives Marie Antoinette a
country retreat, and half an hour
of her frolicking in the sun in
"comfortable clothes," picking
flowers, collecting eggs, and for-
nicating with the Swedish Count
Fersen (played by beautiful Jamie
Dprnan) ensues. These scenes
seem haphazardly cut-and-pasted
in, and there is shaky camera
work evocative of documentary
films, which does not belong in a
period piece, no matter how pro-
gressive Coppola is trying to be.
Now, as for the soundtrack, it
is rather good. Ignore. Coppola's
lame and irrelevant attempts to
overlay modern pop culture with
period pieces, and you will find
see COPPOLA on page 18
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Artist Spotlight: Brian Hkono
By DAPHNE HALLETT
ARTS EDITOR
Trinity Tripod: Where are you
from?
Brian Hirono: All over. This
is the usual answer I give people
who ask me where I'm from. I
was born in Los Angeles, and
then I moved to Tokyo when I
was seven. A few years later,
when I was 10, I moved to
Honolulu, HI, and lived there for
a couple of years. At 13, I left
home to go back to Japan to
attend a small Christian boarding
school in Hiroshima. After grad-
uation, I took a year and a half
off to work in Nagoya (a city in
central Japan), Tokyo, and Seoul.
And now I'm in Hartford.
TT: I hear you speak many
languages? What are they? How
did you learn them?
BH: Yes. I speak English,
Japanese, and Korean fluently.
My father is Japanese and my
mom is Korean. So I grew up
speaking all three languages, and
my parents made sure that I
would be fluent in all three. I
wouldn't so much say speak, but
I also understand Italian and
Portuguese proficiently. In
Japan, I had a lot of Brazilian
friends, and sort of picked up
Portuguese from them. And last
year to brush up, I did an inde-
pendent study in Portuguese
through SILP. As for my Italian,
I picked it up from my training in
opera, and I took a year of it here.
TT: When did you begin pur-
Edwin C. Pratt
Brian is a multi-lingual, diving, opera singing, world travelling, aspiring actor.
suing your acting and opera?
BH: Opera officially came
before acting. I did school plays
in elementary school, but noth-
ing too serious. I started opera
when I was 13 at my boarding
school in Japan. The mother of
an alumni, Memiko Yamagishi,
was a professional opera singer,
who started her own company in
Hiroshima. And she was kind
enough to come to my school
twice a week to give lessons. I
studied, with her through junior
high and high school. I sang in
several recitals throughout high
school, and was "the soloist for
the school choir. In addition, I
started an a cappella group. My
high school, and in my opinion
Japanese high schools in general,
don't have any opportunities to
do theater. But acting was some-
thing that I've had a passion for
since I was in kindergarten. So,
see HIRONO on page 18
Fall Recital Showcases Classical Pieces
film.guardian.co.uk
Marie Antoinette enjoys the luxuries of being Queen while her country starves.
By LAUREN TURUK
ARTS EDITOR
Last Saturday an impressive
group of Trinity's young Yo-Yo
Mas performed in the Private
Lessons and Chamber Ensembles
Programs Fall Recital, sponsored
by the Department of Music. The
recital showcased a variety of
instruments and styles from clas-
sical string quartets to Russian
folk guitar solos. The afternoon
was a great way to show off the
hard-working talents of Trinity
musicians.
Megan Kohls '10, Sarah
Gardiner '10, arid Associate
Professor of Music Douglas
Johnson played the violin accom-
panied by SoHyun Kim '09 and
Kathy Schiano on cello and
Instrument Ensembles
Coordinator Nancy Curran on
harpsichord. They performed
"Sonata in B flat Major" com-
posed byjohann Friedrich Fasch.
There was excellent communica-
tion between the players produc-
ing a beautifully flowing melody.
Natalie Davidzon '08 sang an
emotional rendition KAh! Non
credea mirarti" from La
Connambula by Vincenzo Bellini
to Staff Accompanist and
Instructor in Music Christine
Melson on piano. Davidzon
capably managed to reach all the
high notes with her strong voice.
A "brava" was deservedly yelled
from the audience at the end of
her performance.
Krystyna Soljan '09 played the
"Sonata V in G" by J.S. Bach on
the flute to Melson's piano
accompaniment. Soljan took her
time with the piece, which added
to its nice fluid quality.
Nicholas Paul Lazares '08 per-
formed a guitar solo to "Vivo
Sonhando" composed by
Antonio Carlos Jobim. Although
he played very softly, and it was
an ear-strain to hear his song, it
was still evident that Lazares had
a great deal of talent. His guitar
performance provided a needed
relief from the many classical
pieces.
Danielle Wortman '08 gave
the only solo piano performance
of the afternoon. She played
"Divertimento in G Major" by
Joseph Haydn. Although the
song itself was rather repetitive,
her talent was still recognized by
her ability to play such a quick
paced song with such ease.
Lydia Ansen-Wilson '06 and
Michael Ryan Farrell '09 on the
violins played with Jaroslaw Iis,
viola, and Jerome Chiu '07, cello.
They performed "Quartet No. 2
in D Major" by Alexander
Borodin. They were the most tal-
ented performers in the recital.
They harmonized beautifully pro-
ducing a rich sound. However,
the piece was extremely long for a
student recital, lulling some tired
eyes to sleep.
Liudmila Gruzdeva received a
special introduction from
Johnson, who explained that she
is a Presidential Scholar from
Russia. She performed two
Russian folk songs on the guitar
while singing: "Bieloi akatsii
grozdya dusbistie" by V. Basner
and "Spring Tango" by V.
Miljaev. She had a sweet, but
strong voice and was very enthu-
siastic during her songs. It was
evident that she enjoys perform-
ing and the audience respectfully
and admirably applauded her
great talent.
Jacqueline Sparks '09 played
"Suite Modale" by Ernest Bloch
on the flute to Melson's piano
see STUDENTS on page 16
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Students Shine in Only
Instrumental Performance
continued from page 15
accompaniment. Her song was
very energetic and she was able to
keep up with the quick speed of
the song.
Haley Lepo '08 and Beverly
Brown played the clarinets with
Patricia Cipicchio '10 on the bass
clarinet to R. David Levin's "The
Phoenix for Clarinet Trio." The
piece was deep and haunting with
a bit of jazz thrown in. The music
at times seemed a bit mismatched
and discordant, but it added to
its charming jazz feel.
Coco Nichols '09 played
"Praeludium and Allegro" com-
posed by Fritz Kreisler on the
violin to Melson's piano accom-
paniment. She had many smooth
transitions throughout the piece
as a result of her quick and deli-
cate bow work. It was a very
impressive performance.
Krystyna Soljan '09, Cara
Pavlak '09, and Susan Allen
played a trio of flutes to
"Sonatine" by Seymour Barab.
They played extremely well with
each other and the melody was
soft and calm. It was a lovely end
to the recital.
Each performer showcased a
different style that he or she
developed throughout the semes-
ter and each style proved effective
and beautiful. The talents of
musicians on Trinity's campus are
not always recognized, as proven
by the disappointing attendance
of fellow Trinity students, but
after this recital, the musicians
have proven that they are "also a
leading talent in the arts and
deserve to be appreciated.
Courtesy of Krystyna Soljan
Krystyna Soljan '09 and Cara Pavlak '09 pose with their teacher after the show.
Cinestudio
Fanfan La Tulipe
Dec. 12; 7:30 p.m.
"War. The only recreation of kings the people could enjoy." Line up outrageous fun, swashbuck-
ling swordfights, romps in the hay and a young Gina Loliobrigida against the militaristic French
monarchy and (on the screen, at least) the fun wins out every time. Take the whole family - or
block - to enjoy a new 35mm print of what Pauline Kael called "a thrill-packed Louis XV
Western." French folk hero Fanfan is a life-grabbing peasant who joins the army to side-step an
unfortunate marriage, but that doesn't put a crimp in his activities of dueling, falling in love, and
protecting bodacious jeunes filles from lecherous old men (in this case, the King). Rarely seen
in the U.S., Fanfan La Tulipe was a megahit in France (as well as the USSR and Japan).
Shortbus
Dec. 15-16; 9:50 p.m.
John Cameron Mitchell, who brought us Hedwig and the Angry Inch, raised the temperature at
the Cannes Film Festival with a new film that shows (in graphic detail) why New York really is
"the city that never sleeps." Mitchell fulfills his dream of un-simulated sex in a non-pornograph-
ic film, where all varieties of pleasures are a normal part of everyday life. A sex therapist played
by Sook-Yin Lee tells a gay couple she is counseling that she's never experienced an orgasm. In
hopes of brightening her life they take her to a "shortbus" party, a sexual mixer of polymorphous
possibilities. Not rated, but not for kids. "... puts the joy back in movie sex." Ty Burr, Boston
Globe.
The Friday, Dec. 15 at 9:50 p.m. screening of Shortbus is a Special Benefit for The Connecticut
Gay & Lesbian Film Festival.
The Prestige
Dec. 14-15; 7:30 p.m.
Dec. 16; 2:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m.
Memento's director Christopher Nolan (and his screenwriter/brother Jonathan) has a genius for
mysteries that draws viewers right into the act of solving his intricate, cinematic puzzles. The
Prestige is a labyrinth of a narrative involving two popular magicians, played by Hugh Jackman
and Christian Bale, who are consumed by rivalry and, after the death of a beautiful young assis-
tant on stage, revenge. Set in turn of the century London, the film has a brilliant, cast including |
Scarlett Johansson, Michael Caine, and David Bowie, who gets one of the best lines in his role jj
as inventor Nikolai Tesla (who himself had a notorious rivalry with Thomas Edison): "People are
always happy to be mystified."
See www.cinestudio.org for more.
'Evening of One-Acts' Celebrates Theater with Witty Comedy
continued from page 1
a nice degree of informality and
enjoyment. It was clear that, while
each actor had varying degrees of
talent, each participant was deeply
involved with the piece and
enjoyed it. For Meg Smith '09, this
was one of the draws to the group:
"I was really active in my high
school's theater program and want-
ed to continue doing a lot of per-
forming in college, and the Jesters
is a really great way to work on
informal pieces with your peers
without the pressure or intensity of
a main stage show," she said.
Each one-act took place in the
Fred lounge in front of a covered
window. There was no formal
stage, and the audience - some in
chairs, some on the floor - was
barely distinguishable from the set.
This set-up was very different from
the usual, more professional the-
atrical performances, but it in no
way diminished the success of the
evening. Rather, the informal
atmosphere simply showcased fur-
ther the talents of the actors and
the superiority of the scripts.
Liz Fowler '10 directed the first
piece, The Actor's Nightmare.
Initially suggested by David
Kimball-Stanley '09, the piece
begins with him stumbling onstage
in a period, Hamlet-like costume.
He is confusedly accosted by Peter
Kempson '10, who, playing the
Stage Manager, gives him the news
that every understudy wants to
hear: the principal actor was in a
car accident and he must now go
on. A nightmare ensues however,
as Kimball-Stanley realizes not
only that he does not know his
lines but that he also does not
even know the play. The play he is
in switches continuously, from
Noel Coward's Private Lives, to
Hamlet, to Samuel Beckett's
Waiting for Godot and Endgame,
and concluding with A Man for all
Seasons. The other actors in the
piece, James Wilkinson '10, Smith,
and Allie Kokesh '09 enter as vari-
ous characters, further confusing
the poor understudy and amusing
the audience.
The next piece, From the
Mouths of Babes, was directed by
Calder and was probably one of
the most amusing performances
that I've seen at Trinity. The act
begins with three nursery school
students, played by Roger Breum
'10, Ryan Haney '10, and Sarah
Thayer '10, who, led by Haney's
character, begin to plot against
their cruel teacher, played by Jessie
Ross '10. Outraged by the humilia-
tion of time-out and the one juice
box that they get for snack, Haney
slowly convinces his peers that
their seemingly-sweet teacher is a
cruel monster, who, in his mind,
must be killed. The funniest
moments came as Thayer's charac-
ter tearfully recognized that she
wasn't a princess and, with Breum
out of the room to begin the mur-
derous plot, as Haney romantical-
ly leaned in to kiss Thayer, saying
softly "I'm glad you're not a
princess."
Calder's reasons for choosing
the piece ranged' from the simple
hilarity of the plot to the subtle
political undertones: "I think it is
uproariously funny and I think it
can be read as a revolutionary play,
that is, a play about three people
(in this case, four-year-olds) who
decide to violently overthrow their
bourgeois oppressor. I find the
Marxist undertones in the piece
just fascinating."
Next, Brian Hirono '09 direct-
ed Philadelphia, which was an exis-
tential, albeit enjoyable, discourse
about the nature of bad days
dubbed "Philadelphias." At a
diner, Peter Chansky '07 meets
Sophomore Bryce Snarski-Pierce's
character, who realizes that he is
stuck in a Philadelphia - a realm
where the one thing he wants is
the one thing that he cannot get.
He quickly catches on and is soon
asking for the opposite. Hilarity
ensues as Chansky frantically dis-
covers that he is not in a "Los
Angeles" but is also in a
Philadelphia, and as Snarski-Pierce
woos, in opposite terms of course,
the waitress, played by Kokesh.
The piece was one of the most the-
oretical, and, while this contrasted
with the other one-acts, managed
to successfully unite an interesting
and complex allegory (complete
with Clevelands, Baltimores, etc.)
and a humorous and well-acted
performance.
The final one-act was Beyond
Therapy, directed by Kokesh and
featuring Luke Blanchard '10 and
Smith. The pair played an abnor-
mal couple, Bruce and Prudence,
meeting at a restaurant for a blind
date. The date quickly devolves
into an incredibly awkward, hilari-
ous example of "the date from
hell," as Blanchard repeatedly
breaks into tears and mentions his
homosexual partner Bob. For
Kokesh, this was the appeal of the
piece: "I'm really not that into
avant garde performance. [...] I
love comedy, and I loved this piece
because you could relate to it, in
that it was an awkward blind date,
but it was so absurd that you did-
n't feel guilty for laughing," she
said.
In the end, the night was not
an astounding visual spectacle nor
a masterfur display of theatrical
theory and Tony-winning acting.
However, it was an enjoyable way
to spend a Friday night, and each
performer enthusiastically threw
him or herself into each piece.
At its core, the Jesters' per-
formance embodied the principal
role of theater; its purpose is not
to spout complicated theory but
to maximize, the enjoyment and
entertainment of actors and audi-
ence alike, without pretentious
sets, costumes, or meanings. In
this respect, the Jesters are the pre-
eminent acting group on campus,
and any one of their future per-
formances ought not to be missed.
Sam Lin
James WilMnson '10 (left) and David Kimball-Stanley '09 star in The Actor's Nightmare, a comedy about the perils of acting.
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Winter Brew: Dancer's Workshop in Photos
Seabury 47 was packed with students last Thursday night for the hugely successful Winter Brew dance performance.
Edvwn C Pratt Edwin C Pratt
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Coppola Misses with Film,
Hits Big with Soundtrack
continued from page 15
that at least she has good taste in
music. Gang of Four's "Natural's
Not In It" is actually quite fitting
to the subject matter of the
movie, and The Cure's
"Plainsong" goes well with the
regal coronation scene. Coppola
is knowledgeable enough to.
extract the better songs to come
out of the '80s such as "Age of
Consent," "Ceremony" by New
Order, and "All Cats are Grey,"
also by The Cure. Some other
artists featured on the album are
The Radio Dept., Air and the
Strokes. However, Coppola's
propensity for glaring anachro-
nisms goes too far when at some
point in the film, Marie
Antoinette attends a ball and
everyone is dancing to a song by
Siouxsie and the Banshees.
Obviously, judging by her pre-
vious films^ The Virgin Suicides
and Lost in Translation,
Coppola's subject of choice is the
young girl who is trying to find
herself (this is where I gag a little),
but why did she have to do this
to Marie Antoinette, a character
who comes with a lot of baggage
and historical implications? Was
it because the French don't hate
us enough as it is, that she had to
barge into Versailles and squander
an artistic opportunity to film in
the historical setting on her
wretched version of a coming-of-
age story? Coppola would have
done better for herself with a fic-
tional character. Marie Antoinette
is packed with pretty and painful-
ly expensive looking scenes but
disappointingly little historical
merit. I recommend skipping
straight to the soundtrack.
msnbc.msn.com
Marie Antoinette is visually impressive, but otherwise lacks any true story line.
Hirono: Talented Member of the Jesters
continued from page 15
one of my teachers and I made a
short film, which I starred in dur-
ing high school. My training as
an actor has pretty much started
here at Trinity.
TT: How did. these outlets
shape your high school career?
Your time at Trinity?
BH: Since I really didn't have
an outlet to act and experience
theatre in high school, I've
jumped at every opportunity I
could get. I took Basic Acting
my first semester, and was in the
spring 2006 show, Lysistrata,
This semester I've declared a
Theater and Dance major, and
am taking mostly theater courses.
As for my singing, last year I was
a member of the Pipes and a
Chapel. Singer. I also took les-
sons here at Trinity with Chai-
Lun Yueh. However, this year
I've devoted my time and energy
to theater. I am sorely missing
singing, though, and hope to get
back to it next semester.
TT: What is your opinion of
the performing arts program at
Trinity? .
BH: The Theater and Dance
department is very close-knit. I
know almost all of the students
who are Theater and Dance
majors. And I am on a first-
name basis with all the professors
in the program, which I think is
really cool. Since Trinity is a lib-
Edwin C. Pratt
Hirono (center) had a cross-dressing role in Trinity's spring comedy, Lysistrata.
eral arts college, it wouldn't be
fair to compare its performing art
program with, let's say, NYU.
Although opportunities for stu-
dents to perform are increasing, I
would like to see theater to have
a more active presence on cam-
pus. I am hoping the revival of
the Jesters will eventually make
this happen.
TT: I hear that you are also on
the diving team at Trinity? When
did you start diving?
BH: I actually started diving
only last year. Unfortunately, this
season I am not diving because of
a foot injury.
TT: Do you have any other
extra auricular interests?
BH: I am currently a manager
at Ginestudio, a member of RUF
(Reformed University
Fellowship), and the Jesters.
Also, I am involved in The Jones
Project, which is a community
project to create a documentary
about the North End of
Hartford, founded by a fellow
Trinity student, Chris Brown. In
addition, I am in a senior thesis
production, and will be stage
managing for the spring play.
TT: Have you determined
your plans for the future? Do
singing opera and acting figure in
those plans?
BH: I have several options in
mind; none of them are written
in stone yet. I would like to go
to a conservatory to get a Master
of Fine Arts in Acting after I
graduate. At this time, I am still
exploring what theater is, and the
different areas within the disci-
pline, such as acting, playwriting,
directing, designing, etc. But def-
initely I will pursue a career that
involves acting and singing.
CD/DVD Releases
TaUadega Nights: TheBallad of Ricky Bobby
Sweet baby Jesus, we thank you for blessing Will Ferrell and Adam McKay with the
talent to create a NASCAR comedy as hilarious as Talladega Nights. The so-called
"Ballad of Ricky Bobby" is hardly flawless; in fact it's not always firing on all cylin-
ders, but with comedy star Ferrell and director McKay still hot from the success of
their previous comedy hit Anchorman: The Legend of Ron Burgundy, most of this
108-minute spoof of oval-track racing is so knee-slappin1 funny that you can't help but
surrender to the stupidity.
Obviously, FerrelTs the shining star, and his portrayal of lead-footed pit-crew-mem-
ber-turned-#l NASCAR champion Ricky "I Wanna Go Fast" Bobby (how can you not
love that name?) is spot-on perfect, righteously spoofing the entirety of NASCAR cul-
ture, without insulting its oft-ridiculed roots in redneck bootlegging of a bygone era.
You could even argue that Talladega Nights is truer to NASCAR than Tom Cruise's
Days of Thunder, and it's certainly more entertaining, especially when you add John
C. Reilly as Ricky's life-long pal, teammate, and eventual rival Cal Naughton, Jr.
(together they're nicknamed "Shake 'n Bake"), and Sacha Baron Cohen (from Da Ali
G Show and Borax) as gay French "Formula Un" driver-turned NASCAR rival Jean
Girrard, to a stellar cast including Molly Shannon, Greg Germann, Amy Adams, and
Michael Clarke Duncan.
Sure, it's mostly a showcase for Ferrell's loud, over-the-top antics and. nonsensical
non sequiturs (like cameo appearances by Elvis Costello and Mos Def), but with Ferrell
behind the wheel, Talladega Nights rolls into victory lane with fuel to spare, and
there's pne final bit of comedy (with a tip of the hat to William Faulkner) for those
who sit through the credits. -Jeff Shannon
The Devil Wears Prada
This clever, funny big-screen adaptation of Lauren Weisberger's best-seller takes
some of the snarky bite out of the chick lit book, but smoothest out the characters'
boxy edges to make a more satisfying movie. There's no doubt The Devil Wears Prada
belongs to Meryl Streep, who turns in an Oscar worthy (seriously!) strut as the mon-
ster editor-in-chief of Runway, an elite fashion magazine full of size-0, impossibly well-
dressed plebes. This makes new second-assistant Andrea (Anne Hathaway), who's smart
but an unacceptable size 6, stick out like a sore thumb. Streep has a ball sending her
new slave on any whimsical errand, whether it's finding the seventh (unpublished)
Harry Potter book or knowing what type she means when she wants "skirts." Though
Andrea thumbs her nose at the shallow world of fashion (she's only doing the job to
open doors to a position at The New Yorker someday), she finds herself dually disgust-
ed yet seduced by the perks of the fast life. The film sends a basic message: Make work
your priority, and you'll be ricti^aa'd "pbwerfiil...ahH; lonely. Any other actress would
have turned Miranda into a scenery-chewing Cruella, but Streep's underplayed, bril-
liant comic timing make her a fascinating, unapologetic character. Adding frills to the
movie's fun are Stanley Tucci as Streep's second-in-command, Emily Blunt (My
Summer of Love) as the overworked first assistant, Simon Baker as a sexy writer, and
breathtaking couture designs any reader of Vogue would salivate over. - Ellen
A. Kim •
The Chronicles of Narnia - The lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe
C.S. Lewis's classic novel The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe makes an ambi-
tious and long-awaited leap to the screen in this modern adaptation. It's a CGI-creat-
ed world laden with all the special effects and visual wizardry modern filmmaking tech-
nology can conjure, which is fine so long as the film stays true to the story that Lewis
wrote. And while this film is not a literal translation-it really wants to be so much more
than just a kids' movie-for the most part it is faithful enough to the story, and what-
ever faults it has are happily faults of overreaching, and not of holding back. The
Chronicles ofNamia: The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe tells the story of the
four Pevensie children, Lucy, Peter, Edmund, and Susan, and their adventures in the
mystical world of Narnia. Sent to the British countryside for their own safety during
the blitz of World War II, they discover an entryway into a mystical world through an
old wardrobe. Narnia is inhabited by mythical, anthropomorphic creatures suffering
under the hundred-year rule of the cruel White Witch (Tilda Swinton, in a standout
role). The arrival of the children gives the creatures of Narnia hope for liberation, and
all are dragged into the inevitable conflict between evil (the Witch) and good (Asian
the lion, the Messiah figure, regally voiced by Liam Neeson).
Narnia is, of course, a Christian allegory, and the symbology is definitely there (as
it should be, otherwise it wouldn't be the story Lewis wrote), but audiences aren't
knocked over the head with it, and in the hands of another director it could easily have
become pedantic. The focus is squarely on the children and their adventures. The four
young actors are respectable in their roles, especially considering the size of the proj-
ect put on their shoulders, but it's the young Georgie Henley as the curious Lucy who
stands out. -Dan Vancini
World Trade Center
In the aftermath of the World Trade Center disaster, hope is still alive. Refusing to
bow down to terrorism, rescuers and family of the victims press forward. Their mission
of rescue and recovery is driven by the faith that under each piece of rubble, a co-work-
er, a friend, or family member may be found. This is the true story of John McLoughlin
and William j . Jimeno, two of the last survivors extracted from Ground Zero and the
rescuers who never gave lip. It's a story of the true heroes of that fateful time in the
history of the, LJnited-States, when buildings would fall-and'heroes would rise, literally
from the ashes to inspire the entire human face.
From www.amazon.com.
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Hartford Stage
A CHRISTMAS CAROL
By Charles Dickens ,
Adapted & Directed by Michael Wilson
A Connecticut Tradition!
Share with your family and friends the true
spirit of the holiday season! Scrooge, Tiny Tim,
and the Ghosts of Christmas Past, Present,
and Future return for Hartford Stage's
acclaimed presentation of Dickens' heart-
warming classic. Flying ghosts soar across the
stage, carols are sung, and snow falls, captur-
ing the spirit of a Victorian Christmas. It's a
holiday treat you won't want to miss!
Runs through Dec. 30
Ticket Prices: $37-$57
Hartford Stage Box Office
(860)527-5151
The Bushnefl
The Nutmeg Ballet's Nutcracker
Enjoy yourself this yuletide season as you
travel with young Clara to the enchanted
Land of Sweets. Nutmeg Conservatory for the
Arts/Nutmeg Ballet bring Tchaikovsky's
Nutcracker back to The Bushnell, delighting
audiences young and old. This holiday
favorite brings to life toy soldiers and dueling
mice, princesses and sugarplums - a delicious







6:30 p.m. Zen Meditation, Crypt Chapel




12:15 p.m. Roman Catholic Mass, Crypt Chapel
6:30 p.m. Trinity Kirtan (Hindu), Crypt Chapel
Sunday, Dec. 17
5:15 p.m. Holy Eucharist in the Chapel with
Christmas Carols
Sermon by Jonathan Boreyko, '07
9:00 p.m. Roman Catholic Mass, Friendship
Chapel
Chapel services will resume, for the second
semester, the week beginning Monday, Jan. 22,
2007:
--—~ Community Spotlight ~——
This week the Community Service
Spotlight honors Dan Cosgrove '08 and his
work with Peter's Retreat. Peter's Retreat is
an AIDS hospice about five minutes from
Trinity campus that houses approximately 25
Hartford residents with HIV and AIDS. St
offers support to people who wouldn't be
able to get treatment on their own, providing
them with medical attention and helping
them find jobs or permanent homes.
Every other Friday, a group of Trinity
students heads over to Peter's Retreat to vol-
unteer for a few hours, in the past, most of
this has been limited to raking or cleaning,
but this year, the group has stressed the
interaction between students and residents.
So far this year the biggest event has been
an a cappella concert about three weeks
ago, that was very well received by the resi-
dents. The goal for next semester is to
organize another large event at Peter's
Retreat or to be able to bring the residents to
an on-campus event at Trinity.
Dan Cosgrove has been involved with
Peter's Retreat since his freshman year.
When he first became involved, it mostly
consisted of seniors, and at the end of the
year he was put in charge of the student
group. In this role, Dan works to recruit new
volunteers and maintains contact with
Peter's Retreat while thinking about types of
projects to have and looking for events that
residents can attend. At Trinity, Dan was
also involved in the Habitat for Humanity
trip to New Orleans last spring break, Dolt
Day, and VAMP. Dan describes his work
with Peter's retreat as a great opportunity to
provide positive service in the community
while being able to get off campus and meet
students one wouldn't see on a day to day
basis. "We talk about poverty and .diseases
in the classroom, but that is by definition
somewhat abstract. Visiting Peter's Retreat
and realizing that these are real life prob-
lems-five minutes from Trinity-hit home that
we as healthy, privileged students can indeed
help others."
Working with Peter's Retreat is an easy
and informal way to volunteer in the commu-
nity and get to know Trinity students from all
years. The group works alternating Fridays
from approximately 2:45 to 5 p.m. If you are
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W. Squash Competes in
First 5-Woman Tourney
Swimming Teams Pickup Quality Wins
By HANNAH CHARKY
SPORTSWRITER
The Trinity Women's Squash
team recently blazed through
the remainder of their fall sea-
son and will head into the win-
ner break with a perfect 3-0
record after two uncontested
wins against Northeastern and
Amherst.
"I feel like what we did this
first half of the season is achieve
valuable momen-
tum. Now we
















experience when they return
from their semester abroad pro-
gram in Rome.
Traditionally, competition
becomes stiff after January when
the Bantams begin to face stiffer
competition from schools such
as Harvard, Yale, and Princeton,
but this past weekend," the
women attended the 5-Man
Team Championship in New
Haven, Conn, at Yale University
and came up against some pret-
ty challenging teams at the
event.
"Going there was great
because we got competition in
against good players," said
Bartlett of several close matches
versus Harvard and Yale teams.
The tournament was note-
worthy because it was the first
time women were ever allowed
"I feel hke what we did
this Erst half of the
season is achieve valu-
able momentum. Now
we just have to keep it
going [...] Going [to
Yale] was great because




to attend the longstanding male
event.
Lauren Polonich '08, fresh-
man JoAnn Jee, and senior tri-
captains Fernanda Rocha
Siobhan Knight were among the
Bantams who competed in the
event.
They played against a grab
bag of college students, adults,
and club teams.
Players reiterate the fact that








up an easy win
as they coasted
with a 9-0 victo-







out due to groin
and quad pulls, respectively, but
the Bantams still won every
match by a final score of 3-0,
with Rocha and Veda Dhaul '07
not allowing their opponent a
single point in the three sets.
While confidence boosters,
the women agree that they don't
let these early season wins color
expectations of future competi-
tion.
"We don't talk about it," said
Reddy of beating weaker teams.
"Individually, each of us feels
the same way so this naturally
becomes team sentiment. We
don't let things get to our
heads."
In addition to being con-
sciously levelheaded, the team
deals with impending pressure




Swimming and Diving teams fin-
ished 2006 with a winning
record over the past two weeks,
beating the Bates College
Bobcats and the Elms College
Blazers (men only) before falling
to the Wesleyan University
Cardinals.
The men took an early lead
on Saturday, Dec. 12 at home
against Bates and never looked
back, using strong performances
by senior co-captain Mike
Lenihan and freshmen Ayaas
Bhamla and Brooks Gerli en
route to a 154-124 win.
Lenihan came in first in all
three of his individual events
and swam the backstroke leg for
the 200-yard medley relay-win-
ning team. He won the 100-yard
breaststroke with a time of
1:03.04, the 200-yard breast-
stroke by almost 17 seconds in
2:24.85, and the 100-yard butter-
fly with a time of 55.40.
Bhamla, also a member of
the team that won the 200-yard
medley relay, also went three for
three in his individual events.
He came in first in the 200-yard
freestyle in 1:53.23, first in the
200-yard butterfly by a full 19
seconds with a time of 2:09.78,
and first in the 200-yard individ-
ual medley in 2:08.09.
Gerli, in his return to the
water after being sidelined with
an injury since Nov. 11, had sim-
ilar success. He too contributed
to the 200-yard medley relay
win, and he came in first in the
50-yard freestyle with a time of
23.04 and finished second in the
100-yard freestyle coming in six
hundredths of a second out of
first place. He also swam the
anchor leg—and had the fastest
split for either ream—in the 200-
yard freestyle relay.
The Wednesday, Dec. 6 meet
at Elms posed even less of a
problem for the Bantams. Only
the men swam at this meet, tak-
ing first place in all but two
events, with a final score of 100-
86. Highlights included perfect
performances by Bhamla,
Lenihan, Gerli, and senior Jeff
Yoshida. Gerli also set an Elms
College pool record with his
time of 57.01 seconds in the
100-meter freestyle.
Saturday, Dec. 9 at Wesleyan
was a little more difficult for
Trinity. Despite a new school
see LENIHAN on page 23
Edwin C. Pratt
The Men's Swimming team recorded two dominating wins against Bates and Elms in the past two weeks.
Indoor Track Begins Season at Yale
White and Norte Standout for Bantams at Division I Meet
Edwin C Pratt
Lauren Polonich '08 won her match in the number two spot of the ladder.
By CHRIS MERCURIO
SPORTS WRITER
The Trinity Men's and
Women's Indoor Track and Field
teams began their winter seasons
this past weekend amongst
Division I and III teams at the
annual Yale University Relays
held in New Haven, Conn, at
Cox Cage.
No team scores were recorded
for the meet, but the Bantams
produced a number of excellent
individual efforts to kick off
their season.
Among the schools that were
in attendance at the Yale Relays
were the host school Yale,
Albany, Mercy College,
Quinnipiac, New Haven, and
New York City schools
Columbia and Manhattan. In
addition, there were a handful of
participants who were not repre-
senting any school.
The best performances for
the Trinity women came from
junior Amanda White, who fin-
ished second out of 13 high qual-
ity competitors from top pro-
grams in the 60-meter hurdles
with a time of 9.40 seconds.
Williams followed her second-
place finish with a solid fifth of
eight placement in the 1,000-
meter run.
Youth reigns this season on
the women's squad with fresh-
men and sophomores constitut-
ing a majority of the team's ros-
ter. Giselle Harrington '10 fin-
ished seventh out of 15 entrants
in the one mile run.
Jessica Tait, also a freshman,
placed eighth out of 12 entrants
in the 60-metef dash. In addi-
tion, Allison Lemire '09 finished
11th in the 800 meter run with a
time of 2:32.72.
The men's program consis-
tently turned out strong place-
ments in their events. In the
men's 3,000-meter run sopho-
more Hunter Norte took fourth
place amongst a competitive
field.
Freshmen Samuel Pegram and
Stevon Judd finished second and
third, respectively, in the men's
triple jump with jumps of 12.79
and 12.21 meters.
Junior Matt Anderson placed
11th in the 400 meter run.
Pegram also earned a third place
finish in the Men's Long Jump
, event with a distance of 6.55
meters. '
Overall, the Yale Relays were a
good starting point to Trinity's
indoor season. Injured teammate
Kristina Miner '08 said, "It was
great to see the large amount of
support for the Trinity team.
The athletes cheered on each
other from the bleachers."
The Bantams have over a
month of rest before they com-
pete at the Brandeis Invitational
on Jan. 20 in Waltham, Mass.
Unfortunately none of this sea-
son's meets will take place at
Trinity.
After Brandeis, the Bantams
will have two meets at Wesleyan,
another event at Yale and two
events in Boston before the
Championship season begins.
The season culminates with
the New England Division
Championships at Bates, the
New England Open
Championships in Boston, the
ECAC Division III
Championships at Wesieyan, and
finally the NCAA Division III
Championships at St. Olaf
College. •
There is no NESCAC
Championship for indoor track
so the Bantams will be working
toward earning an invitation to
these top four races and getting
themselves ready for the spring
season.
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Team Effort Propels Trinity to Win Against Clark
continued from page 24
The Bantams shot 29.4 percent from
the floor, but kept themselves in the game
by forcing 14 turnovers. The Owls led 21-
20 going into halftime.
After falling behind in the beginning
of the second half, Cox hit back-to-back
15-foot jumpers' to put the Bantams ahead
24-23. - ; •
Soon after, Maher hit consecutive
three pointers to give Trinity an even big-
ger lead of 30-23. Maher would score all
16 of her points in the second half, includ-
ing four three-pointers during a 20-9 run.
Freshman guard Tess Donie, con-
tributed to the win by making all eight of
her free throws to finish with 10 ^points
while freshman forward Jessica Sims con-
tributed a game-high 11 rebounds, six
assists, and four steals. Trinity won 61-49
to improve to 5-2 with its second win in a
row.
On Friday, Dec. 7, the Bantams battled
a tough Clark. University Cougar team,
but through "incredible team effort," said
Coach Davis, the women came out on
top.
Edwin C. Pratt
Cat Maher '07 had 19 points and five assists in the Bantams' win over Clark on Saturday.
Trinity scored the first seven points of
the game, but the Cougars came right
back and scored the next seven points to
tie with eight minutes left of the half.
Clark, with less than three minutes left in!
the half, led Trinity 19-15, until a layup by
freshman Leigh Kaplan free throws by
Cox, and a three-pointer by Maher, gave
the Bantams a 22-19 lead going into half-
time.
In the second half, Trinity used a 14-0
run over a five-minute stretch to turn a
45-45 tie into a 59-45 lead. Cox, who had
a total of 19 points during the game, hit a
jumper and Card scored a pair of layups
to increase the lead to 53-45. Freshman
guard Tess Donie also had an impressive
game by joining Cox and Maher in dou-
ble figures with 11 points. Maher, who
had three trifectas in the game and got
Coach Davis' vote to be recognized on
the Bantam Brag Board. The Bantams
went on to beat Clark 66-54 and increased
their record to 6-2 with their third win in
a row.
The women will now have a break
until Jan. 1, at which point they will
return to Trinity to shake off the winter
cold and prepare to take on Franklin and
Marshall on Jan 4.
After- Franklin and Marshall, the
Bantams will play at Elizabethtown two
days later on Jan. 6 and will then play one
more road game at St. Joseph's on Jan. 9
before coming back home for another
three game homestand, this time against
NESCAC opponents Bates and Tufts on
the 12th and 13th.
Those two games will begin the
NESCAC portion of the Bantams' sched-
ule as, beginning with those two games
over winter break, nine of the Bantams'





New Year Will Bring New
Arrivals to Women's Team
continued from page 20
with tools such as visualization and emo-
tional equanimity.
"The captains give 100 percent, just as
everyone else does. We never point fin-
gers," said Knight.
Newcomer Chauncey Kerr '09
noticed this when she was immediately
welcomed into the team as a walk-on.
Hockey was her primary sport in high
school, but she started playing squash
recreationally since coming to Trinity
and came out for the team this year. "It's
cool playing an individual sport with a
team component. I get really nervous
sometimes [...] I put pressure on myself
to get better. It's incredible to be on a
team where players are so good but they
always are looking to improve and get
better. They all have that mentality," she
said.
Returning from a short break on Jan.
6, the women appreciate the team cama-
raderie as a home away from often dis-
tant homes.
"The first people I met at school were
my teammates," said Rocha. "Sometimes
you get homesick but we always help
each other. My best friends are on the
girls' and guys' teams. We're in the same









Questions/Comments: me@ecprattxom or 215-8174829
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Men's Squash Inches GIOSCT to 150 Sti Perfect Fall
Next Match for Bantams, Home Against Bates on Jan. 12, Will be Win Number150 in a Row if Trinity Wins
..; .By^ETERDACEY
SPORTS WETTER
; •';' While tbje . semester * may be
winding down and the real head-
line matches are still to come,
the Trinity Men's Squash team
saw their last action of 2006 this
past week.
While the temptation to play
on autopilot is always there, the
players, held themselves to their
usual high standards, easily win-
ning a pair of matches and even
finding time for some non-CSA
play.
On Saturday, Dec. 2, the
Bantams played a match at
Williams, holders of the number
eight ranking in the nation. Just
as the Bantams had gotten off
to a strong start in the season
opener, all cylinders appeared to
firing in a perfect 9-0 win against
the Ephs.
Shaun Johnstone '08 set the
tone at the top of the ladder
with 9-1, 9-1, 9-5 wins, while
Gustav Detter '09 once again had
little trouble following up
behind him by taking his match
9-1, 9-2, 9-0.- Ccw:aptain Sahil
Vora '07 followed suit with 9-1, 9-
0, 9-2 wins and Rushabh Vora '09
made quick work of his oppo-
nent 9-2, 9-2, 9-1, and Simba
Muhwati '09 rode flawless play
in his first two games to take his
match.
The following Tuesday, the
Bantams returned home to take
on Amherst and emerged with
another strong victory.
Head Coach Paul Assaiante
noted that, between the two
matches, "we played lots of dif-
ferent people, we mixed and
matched it," although the out-
come remained the same as
always.
Johnstone hardly gave any
ground in his match and won 9-
0, 9-1, 9-1 while Manek Mathur
'09 nearly matched Him 9-2, 9-1,
9-0. Further down the ladder
cont&ed similar results, with
Neil Robertson's '08 9-0, 9-0, 9-2
win " and Charles Tashjian '09
continued his fine season with a
9-2, 9-1, 9-1 rout.
The victories allowed Trinity
to close the fall term with a per-
fect 5-0 record and leave it only
one team win away from hitting
150 on"its winning streak..
The Bantams were about as
close to perfect as it gets in the
season's opening weeks, and they
not only won all five matches by
9-0 margins but dropped only a
single individual game out of 136
total games that they played in
the first five matches.
This past weekend also saw a
number of Bantams participate
in a USSRA 5-man team tourna-
ment at Yale, and they advanced
all the way to the final round.
While Trinity has participated in
the tournament in the past when
hosting it (with great success,
winning five of the past six), this
was the first time the team trav-
eled to take part. After taking the
first round with a statement 5-0
score, the Bantams outplayed a
collection of Philadelphia profes-
sionals 4-1 to make it to the
finals, losing by only the
slimmest of margins 2-3 to a col-
lection international profession-
als:
However, Trinity could still
take immense pride even in




With official matches fin-
ished until after the new year,
the time has come for the play-
ers to recharge their batteries in
preparation for another champi-
onship run.
According to Assaiante, "they
will work almost entirely on fit-
ness for the two weeks they're
off, and he admitted, "I don't
care if they don't pick up a rack-
et" during their time off.
Action resumes in a hurry
with a home match against Bates
for the big shot at 150 on the
12th, with Dartmouth and
Cornell slated for the following
weekend. But for now, the team
is content and playing at their
desired level, and the outlook
appears to be very good for the
rest of the season.
• Edwin C. Pratt
Co-captain Sahil Vora '07, along with the rest of the Bantams this fall, has been perfect this fall, not losing a single game.
To get your A's
you need your ZZZ's
Spend time reviewing - then,
SLEEP ON IT!




* Eat a high protein snack several hours before bed
-Helps produce melantonin & seratonin
* Avoid eating grains & sugars before bed
-These raise blood sugars and when BS drops,
you wake up
* Wear socks
-Reduces night wakenings from cold feet
* Avoid loud alarm clocks
-this is very stressful for the body to be woken so
suddenly
For more information contact
www.mercola.com/article/sleep.htm
or our website at:
www.healthattrinity.com
To schedule an appointment call
(860)297-2018
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Lenihah Breaks 10(tyard IM Record at Wesleyan
continued fipm page 20
record by Lenihan with his time of 56.41
in the 100-yard individual medley, break-
ing the record set in 1993, the Bantams
fell to the Cardinals 154-134.
As has become customary, Lenihan
won his three individual events and
Bhamla took first place in two of his and
second in one.
Senior co-captain diver Chris Minue
came in first in three-meter diving with a
score of 200.85.
As for the women, they dominated
Bates, sweeping the 1000-yard freestyle,
the 100-yard breaststroke, the 500-yard
freestyle, the 200-yard individual medley,
and the 200-yard freestyle relay. Senior
co-captain Sarah Sweatt and freshman
Emily Cote starred in the 159-126 win.
"It was an extremely strOn; meet for the
women," said Head Coach Kristen
Noone.
Sweatt won all three of her individual
events and was a member of the 200-yard
medley relay-winning team. She won the
200-yard breaststroke with a time of
2:38.32, the 100-yard butterfly in 1:04.22,
and the 200-yard individual medley with
a time of 2:21.89. Her strong perform-
ance earned her a spot on the Bantam
Brag Board. . . . ' . .
Cote placed second in the 50-yard
freestyle and 100-yard butterfly, bettering
her time against Tufts in the latter event
by over a second.
. The' women's . next meet was less
impressive competing against a strong
Wesleyan team, the Bantams fell 163-133.
Cote had another strong meet, setting
two personal records and freshman diver
Carolyn Silverman came in first in both
one-meter and three-meter diving, with
scores of 213.90 and 186.22, respectively.
"We [were] looking to go out with a
bang, since it [was] our last meet of the
semester," commented Noone, but the
Bantams are confident they can return
next semester to the dominance they
exhibited against Bates.
After a shortened winter break, they
will be back to Trinity to train for their




particularly those students beginning the
application process in the spring: The MCAT
has undergone some significant changes.
Find out more at an information session with
Prof. Bill Church, chair of the Health Profes-
sions Advisory Committee, on Wednesday,
Dec. 13th at 10 am in Career Services.
Edwin C. Pratt




Pride's Early Lead Too Mud)
finTrinity to Overcome
continued from page 24
Clarke nailed a three to cut the Pride lead
to three and another Clarke three with
four seconds left put the Bantams behind
by only two. Two Pride free throws iced
the game with 1.1 seconds left.
Husiuk and Russ Martin '08 shared
the team lead in rebounds with four each,
but the Bantams were out-rebounded by
the Pride 40-23 in the game.
Russ Martin also led the game with
four blocks while brother Pat Martin c0S
had five assists and three rebounds in the
game.
Gregg Daly led the Pride with 18
points off the bench. Guard Pat Crean
was perfect from the floor, from behind
the three point arc and from the foul line
where he hit the final two shots that put
the nail in the coffin.
The Bantams will now take a short
break and return to Trinity for four
straight home games during the winter
break, including the two-day Trinity
Invitational on Friday and Saturday Jan.
5-6. The next game for Trinity will be on
Dec. 30 against Villa Julie.
After the Trinity Invitational, the
Bantams will begin the NESCAC portion
of their schedule, with nine of their
remaining 11 games after the Invitational













Inside Sports: Read about Men's Squash on page 22 Find out how Women's Squash did on page 20
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Women's Hockey Dominates Plymouth and MIT with 8-0 Wins
Despite Loss of Co-Captain Fitzgerald e08 to Concussion, Bantams Pull Back to .500 Before Winter Vacation
ByTARAFINUCANE
SPORTS WRITER
The Trinity Women's Hockey
team went two for two this week
shutting out both MIT and
Plymouth State with identical
scores of 8-0. Trinity co-captain
Erin Fitzgerald '08 took two hard
hits in the MIT game and ended
up with a concussion and a hurt
ankle which subsequently kept
her off the ice for Saturday's
match-up against Plymouth
State.
Even though one of the
team's two captains was unable
to be on the ice against
Plymouth State, the team was
not lacking leadership in the
Saturday game. Co-captain Iiz
Johnson '07 was still in the game
and Fitzgerald was in and out of
the locker room between periods
giving advice and being support-
ive of her teammates.
Although she is credited with
Edwin C. Pratt
Forward Emmy Handy '08 scored two goals in the Bantams' 8-0 win over the Plymouth State University Panthers.
two goals and two assists to lead
the Bantams to their victory over
MIT, Alexandra Schmidt '08 is
humble in her comments after-
ward. "Our goalies played well
and yeah I scored two goals, but
a lot of different people scored
in both games so it was good,"
she said.
Schmidt gave the Bantams
the lead early in the MIT game
by scoring from the top of the
face-off circle just about six min-
utes into the first period which
set the tone for the Bantams off
the bat as all the players just fed
off their line-mates' rhythm.
Schmidt scored another goal and
offered two assists allowing
Trinity to tally four goals within
the first period and deny any
scoring opportunities for MIT.
The underclassmen dominat-
ed the third period with Kelly
McCarthy c09 and Lacey Rose
'10 scoring back to back goals
just nineteen seconds apart in
the first minutes of the final
frame. This was the first colle-
giate goal for each of them and
Johnson also scored her first
goal of the season to go along
with her two assists, while
Michelle Chee '09 scored her
seventh goal of the season to add
to the cause. Isabel Iwachiw '10
helped secure the win with 19
saves to earn her first collegiate
shut out.
The Bantams' hot sticks car-
ried over to the Plymouth State
game where the Bantams defeat-
ed the Panthers 8-0. Rose had
another great game by scoring
the opening goal of the game
(the first of her three for the
day) by fighting through two
defenders and faking out the
goalie with a quick move to the
left before slapping the biscuit in
the basket. Some other stand
outs from the Plymouth game
were Kelley McCarthy who had
three points, Emmy Handy '08
who scored twice and recorded
two assists for four total points,
Johnson and Hadley Gleason '10
who each had one goal and one
assist. Overall the defense held
off the Panthers successfully,
denying them any shots on goal
for the entire first period and
the game ended with a final shot
count of 54-4 in favor of the
Bantams. Goalie Helen
McCarthy '10 stopped all four
Panthers shots and walked away
with a shutout win.
Trinity moved its record to 4-
4 this week and Schmidt is
proud to say "these are the first
two big blowouts our team has
ever had [...] but we were defi-
nitely the better team in both
games." It's never easy to have
one of your captains out of a
game, however it looks like
Trinity's rookies are stepping up
big time - either by putting the
puck in one goal or keeping it
out of their other goal - they are
getting the job done.
Men's Basketball Loses
Game of Year 76-72
ByJONSIMONIAN
SPORTS WRITER
This past Tuesday, the Trinity
Men's Basketball team lost its
first game of the season 76-72 to
the Springfield College Pride.
The Bantams fell to 7-1 with the
loss while the Pride move to 3-4
on the season.
Senior Bantam guard Kino
Clarke was the leading scorer in
the game with 28 points on 10
of 20 shooting and seven of 12
from three point land but the
effort was not enough as the
Bantams were unable to rebound
from a horrendous first half in
which they shot 31.3 percent
from the field.
Springfield jumped all over
the Bantams early as the Pride
began the game;with an 11-0 run
and extended fjxs lead to 21-5
with 10:29 f'errlaining in the first
half. \ V
Trinity was able to cut the
Pride lead to just 10 by halftime
as the two teams went into the
break with Springfield leading
36-26.
The Pride out-rebounded the
Bantams 26-9 in the first half
and it was remarkable that
Trinity was only down by 10 at
the half.
Trinity made its run in the
second half, at one point cutting
the lead to five within the first
10 minutes of the second half
but the Pride never let the
Bantams get too close without
an extraordinary effort on the
part of the Bantams.
In the last 10 minutes of the
game, the Bantams were able cut
the lead down to just one when
Pat Husiuk '08 hit a three point-
er to make the score 59-58 with
6:56 left.
On the Bantams next posses-
sion, Husiuk put up another
three that would have given the
Bantams their first lead of the
game, but the shot rimmed out
and Trinity would never come
that close to taking the lead
again in the game.
The Bantams came close
again with 20 seconds left when
see CLARKE on page 23




Basketball team has won three
games in a row, demonstrating
the great talent and chemistry
that this young team possesses.
This past week, the Bantams
faced off against Albertus
Magnus, Westfield State and
Clark University in the team's
first three home games of the
season.
The home opener against the
Albertus Magnus Falcons was an
impressive demonstration that
this fairly young women's basket-
ball team was ready to take on
any competition.
Trinity played exceptional
defensive by going through most
of the first half without allowing
the Falcons a field goal.
Albertus Magnus missed 20 of
their 26 shots in the half while
senior captain Sarah Cox scored
10, putting the Bantams ahead at
halftime, 28-16.
Trinity maintained at least a
12-point lead throughout the sec-
ond half, with help from Cox,
who had a team high of 14
points, eight rebounds, two
steals, and a blocked shot while
senior guard Catherine Maher
finished with 11 points and five
rebounds. Also contributing to
the team's success was freshman
center Christine Card who had
10 points and six rebounds in
the game.
The team's solid defense held
Albertus to a 29.5 field goal per-
centage, which propelled the
Bantams to a 59-45, win. Trinity
improved to 4-2 while the
Falcons drop to 0-5.
On Wednesday, Dec. 5,
Trinity went up against Westfield
State and again came out victori-
ous.
In the first half, Trinity took
34 shots versus the Owls' 20, but
each team only made 10 field
goals.
see TEAM on page 21
"Edwin C. Pratt
Captain Sarah Cox '07 goes up for two of her 19 points against Clark.
